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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Term: Description Source 

Abstract 

scenario 

Formalized, declarative description of a traffic 

scenario focusing on complex relations, 

particularly on causal relation 

SUNRISE 

Glossary 

Automated 

driving system 

(ADS) 

Hardware and software that are collectively 

capable of performing the entire dynamic driving 

task (DDT) on a sustained basis, regardless of 

whether it is limited to a specific operational 

design domain (ODD) 

ISO 

34501:2022 [1] 

Concrete 

scenario 

Parameterised model of the time sequence of 

scenes (logical scenario) which begins with an 

initial scene and defined point in time; the 

behaviour of the main actor (vehicle under test) 

is not further specified. 

SUNRISE 

Glossary 

Critical 

scenario 

Scenario including one or more risk factors ISO 

34502:2022 [2] 

Dynamic 

driving task 

(DDT) 

All of the real-time operational and tactical 

functions required to operate a vehicle in on-

road traffic, excluding the strategic functions 

such as trip scheduling and selection of 

destinations and waypoints 

ISO 

34501:2022 [1] 

Dynamic entity Entity that experiences state change(s) during a 

scenario 

ISO 

34501:2022 [1] 

Entity Element of interest in a scenario ISO 

34501:2022 [1] 

Functional 

scenario 

Temporal sequence that describes one of the 

behaviours of a system during a specific use 

case, with a nominal scenario and alternative 

scenarios. It is described in a linguistic way or 

with a structured language. Functional scenarios 

are derived from driving functions. They are 

used to describe the use case at a high level 

(higher than logical and concrete scenarios) 

SUNRISE 

Glossary 

Hazardous 

scenario 

Scenario in which harm occurs unless prevented 

by an entity other than the ADS 

ISO 

34502:2022 [2] 
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Term: Description Source 

Logical 

scenario 

Beginning with an initial scene, a model of the 

time sequence of scenes whose parameters are 

defined as ranges; at a defined point in time, the 

behaviour of the main actor (vehicle under test) 

is not further specified 

SUNRISE 

Glossary 

Ontology Container of standardized definitions of 

concepts that are used in a particular domain of 

knowledge, such as road traffic. Unlike 

terminologies and taxonomies, ontologies also 

describe how the defined concepts relate to and 

differ from each other. Within SUNRISE the 

ontology is used for traffic scenarios to enable 

the translation of the terms to object-oriented 

code. This, in turn, is used to describe the 

scenarios in a coding language that can be 

understood by various software agents, such as 

databases or simulation tools. The ontology is 

also used as a schema for development of 

scenarios databases. 

SUNRISE 

Glossary 

Operational 

design domain 

(ODD) 

The 'boundaries of the operating environment 

within which the ADS can operate, performing 

the DDT safely.' 

SUNRISE 

Glossary 

Parameter 

space 

Set (e.g., Range) of possible parameter values, 

e.g., A subset of finite-dimensional Euclidean 

space 

SUNRISE 

Glossary 

Risk factor Factor or condition of a scenario that, if present, 

increases either the probability of the occurrence 

of harm, or the severity of harm, or both 

ISO 

34502:2022 [2] 

Safety test 

objective 

Safety property of the ADS to be shown via a set 

of tests 

ISO 

34502:2022 [2] 

Scenario Description of a temporal and spatial traffic 

constellation 

SUNRISE 

Glossary 

Scene Snapshot of all entities including, but not limited 

to the automated driving system (ADS) / subject 

vehicle, scenery, dynamic environment, and all 

actors and observer's self-representations, and 

the relationships between those entities 

ISO 

34501:2022 [1] 

Static entity Entity that does not experience state change(s) 

during a scenario 

ISO 

34501:2022 [1] 
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Term: Description Source 

Subject vehicle 

ego vehicle 

host vehicle 

Vehicle under observation in the process of 

testing, evaluation, or demonstration 

ISO 

34501:2022 [1] 

Surrounding 

environment 

All entities in a scenario, excluding the subject 

vehicle(s) or ads(s) 

ISO 

34501:2022 [1] 

System under 

test 

ADS that is tested with test scenarios ISO 34501:2022 

[1] 

Taxonomy The study of the general principles of scientific 

classification 

[3] 

Terminology A system of words used to name things in a 

particular discipline, a vocabulary associated 

with a certain field of study, profession, or 

activity. 

[4] 

Test scenario Scenario intended for testing and assessing 

automated driving system(s) (ADS)/subject 

vehicle(s) 

ISO 

34501:2022 [1] 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

Abbreviation Meaning 

AD Automated Driving 

ADAS Advanced Driver-Assistance System 

ADS Automated Driving System 

ALARP As Low As Reasonably Practicable  

ALKS Automated Lane Keeping System 

ASAM Association For Standardization Of Automation And 
Measuring Systems 

AV Automated Vehicle 

AWI Approved Work Item (ISO) 

BSI  British Standards Institution 

CCAM Cooperative, Connected And Automated Mobility 

CoSim Co-Simulation 

DDT Dynamic Driving Task 

DIS Draft International Standard  

EU European Union 

Euro NCAP European New Car Assessment Programme 

FCW Front Collision Warning 

FOT Field Operational Test 

FoV Field-Of-View 

GA Grant Agreement 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GSR General Safety Regulation 

HD High Definition (High Resolution) 
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Abbreviation Meaning 

IAMTS International Alliance For Mobility Testing And 
Standardization 

IMA Intersection Movement Assist 

ISO  International Organization For Standardization 

KET Key Enabling Technology  

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

LD Lane Detection 

LSAD Low-Speed Automated Driving  

LTA Land Transport Authority   

MEM Minimal Endogenous Mortality  

MFM Midlands Future Mobility  

MiL Model in the Loop 

MRC Minimum Risk Condition 

MRM Minimum Risk Manoeuvre 

MVTC Motor Vehicle Test Centre 

NCAP New Car Assessment Program 

NTU Nanyang Technological University 

ODD Operational Design Domain 

OEDR Object And Event Detection And Response  

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer  

PG Proving Ground 

PoC Proof Of Concept 

PRB Positive Risk Balance  

SAF Safety Assurance Framework 

SCDB Scenario Database 
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Abbreviation Meaning 

SDL Scenario Description Language 

SDOs Standards Development Organizations 

SiL Software In the Loop 

SPaT Signal Phase and Timing 

SPSD Safety Pool Scenario Database 

SSMS Synchronised Serial Manoeuvre Sequences 

STPA Systems Theoretical Process Analysis  

SuT System Under Test 

SW Software 

TBD To Be Defined 

THW Time-Headway  

TTC Time To Collision 

UC Use Case 

UNECE  United Nations Economic Commission For Europe 

V&V Verification And Validation 

V2I Vehicle-To-Infrastructure 

V2V Vehicle To Vehicle Communication 

V2X Vehicle-To-Everything 

VCA Vehicle Certification Agency 

VRU Vulnerable Road User 

VTP Virtual Testing Platforms  

WP Work Package 

XiL Anything in the Loop (e.g. SiL, HiL) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Safety assurance of cooperative, connected, and automated mobility (CCAM) systems is 

crucial for their successful adoption in society. To demonstrate that such systems are safe in 

their complete operational design domains (ODDs) requires robust safety argumentation. The 

aim of the SUNRISE project is to develop and demonstrate a safety assurance framework 

(SAF) for the test and safety validation of a varied scope of such systems. 

Scenario-based testing methods is believed to become an important part of the safety 

assessment approach for automated driving systems (ADSs). The SUNRISE project’s 

forerunner project HEADSTART developed a methodology for safety validation of connected 

and automated vehicles centred around scenario-based testing, a methodology that SUNRISE 

will develop further and integrate as a part of the SUNRISE SAF. Focus for Work Package 3 

of the SUNRISE project is to define and condense an overall methodology to support the 

safety argumentation using data- and knowledge-driven, scenario-based testing. 

This report presents a literature study and baseline tracking of the existing scenario-based 

methodologies, especially, based on the knowledge and literature review of the HEADSTART 

project. First, the SUNRISE SAF and scenario-based methodologies are introduced including 

a suitable taxonomy. Second, the HEADSTART method is summarized in detail. Third, 

scenario-based methodologies from other projects are described. Fourth, an overview of 

relevant standardization efforts is presented with a particular focus on the ISO 3450X series 

“Road vehicles – Test scenarios for automated driving systems”. Fifth, other initiatives related 

to scenario-based safety assessment (mainly outside the EU) are described. Sixth, an 

extensive analysis is presented comparing the HEADSTART methodology with the other 

described initiatives. Seventh and final, the findings are summarised in the conclusions. 

The SUNRISE methodology will use the HEADSTART methodology as input complemented 

with other existing best practices documented in this report. For areas that was in focus for 

the HEADSTART project, such as scenario concept, test scenario selection and test scenario 

allocation, the HEADSTART method is concluded to be well defined for future development. 

Important is that the SUNRISE scenario concept need to be versatile and adoptable for 

scenario concepts used in all relevant existing scenario databases. As far as possible the 

scenario concept should also be adoptable for possible future relevant scenario concepts. 

Other areas, like scenario sources, scenario generation, and scenario databases, were not in 

focus for HEASTART and only conceptually defined. The SUNRISE data framework is 

essential to solve these parts as SUNRISE, like HEADSTART, relays on external scenario 

databases. Further, the HEADSTART methodology needs to be complemented with elements 

like risk assessment, monitoring in order to identify unknown scenarios, and qualitative and 

quantitative metrics to determine the completeness of a scenario database. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project intro 

Safety assurance of cooperative, connected, and automated mobility (CCAM) systems is 

crucial for their successful adoption in society, yet it remains being a significant challenge. 

CCAM systems need to demonstrate reliability in their complete operational design domains 

(ODDs), requiring robust safety argumentation. It is generally acknowledged that for higher 

levels of automation, the validation of these systems by means of real test-drives would be 

infeasible [5]. In consequence, a carefully designed mixture of physical and virtual testing has 

emerged as a promising approach, with the virtual part bearing more significant weight in this 

mixture for cost efficiency reasons. Several worldwide initiatives have started to develop test 

and assessment methods for automated driving (AD) functions. These initiatives have already 

moved from conventional validation to a scenario-based approach and combine different test 

instances (physical and virtual testing) to avoid the million-mile issue. 

The initiatives mentioned above provide new approaches to CCAM validation, and many 

expert groups formed by different stakeholders are already working on CCAM systems’ testing 

and quality assurance. Nevertheless, the fact that there is a lack of a common European 

validation framework and homogeneity regarding validation procedures to ensure safety of 

these complex systems, hampers the deployment of CCAM solutions. In this landscape, the 

role of standards is paramount in establishing common ground and providing technical 

guidance. However, standardising the whole pipeline of CCAM validation and assurance is in 

its infancy, as many of the standards are under development or have been very recently 

published and still need time to be synchronised and established as common practice. 

Scenario databases are another issue tackled by several initiatives and projects, providing 

silo solutions. A single, concrete approach should be used (at least at the European level), 

dealing with scenarios of any possible variations, including the creation, editing, 

parameterisation, storing, exporting, importing, in a universally agreed manner. 

Furthermore, validation methods and testing procedures still lack appropriate safety 

assessment criteria in order to build a robust safety case. These must be set and be valid for 

the whole parameter space of scenarios. Another level of complexity is added, due to regional 

differences in traffic rules, signs, actors, and situations. 

Evolving from the achievements obtained in HEADSTART and taking other initiatives as a 

baseline, it becomes necessary to move to the next level in the concrete specification and 

demonstration of a commonly accepted safety assurance framework (SAF) for the safety 

validation of CCAM systems, including a broad portfolio of use cases [6] and comprehensive 

test and validation tools. This will be done in SUNRISE, which stands for Safety assUraNce 

fRamework for connected, automated mobIlity SystEms. 

The SAF is the main element to be developed in the SUNRISE project. This framework takes 

a central role, fulfilling the needs of different automotive stakeholders with their own interests 
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in using it. The overall objective of the SUNRISE project is to accelerate the safe deployment 

of innovative CCAM technologies and systems for passengers and goods by creating 

demonstrable and positive impact towards safety, specifically the EU’s long-term goal of 

moving close to zero fatalities and serious injuries by 2050 (Vision Zero), and the resilience of 

(road) transport systems. The project aims to achieve this by creating and sharing a European 

federated database framework centralising detailed scenarios for testing of CCAM functions 

and systems in a multitude of relevant test cases, with standardised, open interfaces and 

quality-controlled data exchange. 

1.2 Purpose of the deliverable 

Work package 3’s part in SUNRISE is to define and condense an overall CCAM V&V 

methodology to support the safety argumentation based on data- and knowledge-driven, 

scenario-based testing while the overall responsibility for the development of the SAF is 

handled by Work package 2 “CCAM safety assurance framework”. 

This deliverable presents a baseline analysis of existing scenario-based testing 

methodologies for safety assurance of automated vehicles (AVs). The results from 

SUNRISE’s forerunner project HEADSTART [7, 8] is used as starting point and it is 

complemented with results from other relevant initiatives. Research areas that are 

investigated include existing scenario concepts, parameter sets and descriptions, scenario 

databases, test scenario selections, and test scenario allocation concepts and metrics. The 

outcome of this work will feed into the following work packages to inform the direction of their 

work. 

The partner contributions to this deliverable are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Partner contribution to D3.1. 

Partner: Role 

RISE RISE is task leader and main editor for the deliverable. 

BASt BASt has contributed to the “Public authorities and policy makers” chapter. 

Chalmers Chalmers has contributed with analysis related to the output from the 

Safety Assurance Framework gap analysis in SUNRISE deliverable D2.1 

as well as analysing the HEADSTART method vs. ISO 34502.  

CRF Overall review from OEM perspective. 

ICCS Overall check and contribution. 

ika Ika has contributed with describing the PEGASUS family and with analysis. 

WMG WMG has contributed with describing Safety PoolTM and with analysis. 

TNO TNO has described StreetWise, Sakura, CETRAN, CATARC and 

contributed to the analysis. 

RSA Renault has contributed with the ADScene description. 

VED VED has contributed with the ADScene description. 
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1.3 Intended audience 

The intended audience of this deliverable is primarily the rest of WP3. As it presents a baseline 

for scenario-based testing methodology for safety assurance of AVs it should also be relevant 

for the rest of the project consortium as well as for readers outside the consortium. 

1.4 Structure of the deliverable and its relation with other work 
packages/deliverables 

The contents of this deliverable are structured as follows: Chapter 2 describes the concept for 

scenario-based safety argumentation, Chapter 3 summarizes the HEADSTART methodology, 

Chapter 4 describes other existing methodologies and the projects that developed them, 

Chapter 5 summarizes the status of standardization organisations’ work, Chapter 6 

summarizes what is done in consumer testing, by public authorities and policy makers, as well 

as other relevant academic work (primary outside EU), Chapter 7 presents an analysis of 

previously presented methodologies and initiatives, and, finally, Chapter 8 summarises the 

conclusions. 

This deliverable takes input from D2.1 [9] and gives output to the subsequent tasks in WP3 

and to the other technical WPs (WP2 – WP7). 
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2 SCENARIO-BASED METHODOLOGY 

The introduction of vehicles with higher automation levels, i.e., levels for which the vehicle 

takes over the responsibility as driver from the human driver, poses new challenges with 

respect to the safety-assessment. To solve these different approaches have been proposed. 

One such approach is the HEADSTART methodology developed in SUNRISE forerunner 

project HEADSTART [7, 8]. The HEADSTART methodology is an approach for safety 

validation of connected and automated vehicles centred around scenario-based testing and 

is described in Chapter. 3. 

In [10], Riedmaier et al. presents a survey about safety-assessment approaches for CCAM 

identifying following seven approaches (including scenario-based): 

• Scenario-based (for background see, e.g., [11–17]). 

• Real-world testing - distance-based evaluation of safety resulting from field tests. Standard 

approach for ADAS. 

• Shadow mode - AD functions are executed passively in serious productions vehicles. 

Simulation can be used to evaluate the AD functions. 

• Staged introduction - The ODD is limited such that safety assessment can be carried out 

based on real-world testing. 

• Formal verification- Mathematical method by which the safety of systems is formally proven 

across the whole ODD. 

• Function based- System functions are defined based on requirements and then tested on 

test track or in simulation. This is a common procedure for ADAS. 

• Traffic simulation based – The whole road network with hundreds of road users is simulated. 

 

The approaches besides scenario-based are not in the scope for this deliverable and therefore 

not further discussed, but for the interested reader there are several review and survey papers 

published, e.g., [18–23].  

2.1 Terminology 

The standards in the ISO 3450x series “Road vehicles – Test scenarios for automated driving 

systems” [1, 2, 24, 25] focus on scenario-based testing and are considered a good baseline 

for SUNRISE WP3 terminology. However, for some terms it has been concluded that 

SUNRISE needs other definitions, e.g., more generic definitions. These SUNRISE defined 

terms are referred to as “SUNRISE glossary”. 

The most important terms used in this deliverable are defined in the “Glossary of Terms” on 

page 11 including the SUNRISE definition of “scenario”: 

“description of a temporal and spatial traffic constellation” 

It should be noted that the exact definition of, e.g., scenario will differ between different 

projects and initiatives. 
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Figure 1 shows the relationships between several of the relevant terms of the scenario. 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of the relevant terms used to define a scenario (redrawn from [1]).  

Based on level of abstraction, the scenarios are defined as functional, abstract, logical, and 

concrete as shown in Figure 2 [1]. Originally these were defined by Menzel at al. [26] and later 

extended with the abstract scenario by Neurohr et al. [27]. 

 
Figure 2. The relationship between functional, abstract, logical and concrete scenarios ([1]). 
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2.2 Taxonomy 

A taxonomy for scenario-based safety assurance is proposed in this section, based on [10] 

and adopted to align with ISO 34501:2022 [1]. The intention is that it shall be abstract enough 

to cover and categorize the workflow for most scenario-based approaches, and suitable for 

SUNRISE. Riedmaier et al.[10] identified scenario generation and test scenario selection1 as 

the two most important research topics from a methodology point of view [10], a conclusion 

that fits well the SUNRISE scope with focus on the second. Figure 3 illustrates this with two 

outer frames illustrating the input side to the data framework and the output side from the data 

framework. Blue boxes are in scope for SUNRISE work package 3, dark grey boxes are in 

scope for other work packages, while light grey boxes are not in scope for SUNRISE.  

 
Figure 3. A high-level taxonomy of the scenario-based approach (based on [10]). 

2.2.1 Workflow overview 

This section describes shortly the six boxes in Figure 3 from left to right. 

2.2.1.1 Sources for scenarios 

The collection of the data is not the scope of SUNRISE, instead SUNRISE mainly relies on 

available data from external sources. 

Information sources for scenarios may be in the form of abstract information from experts, 

standards, guidelines, or in the form of driving or accident data. Another source is data from 

real-world driving and synthetic data from simulations [10, 28–32]. 

2.2.1.2 Scenario Generation/Extraction 

Scenario generation and extraction can be divided into: 

• -Purely knowledge-based scenario generation 

The purely knowledge-based scenario generation approach creates functional, logical or 

even directly concrete scenarios for the database out of abstract information [10]. 

Examples are found in [33–39]. 

 
1 Riedmaier et al. [10] uses scenario selection, but in this deliverable test scenario selection is used to 
follow the definitions in ISO 34501 [1] and ISO 34502 [2]. 
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• Partly data-driven scenario generation 

In the literature, there are a multitude of different approaches used for the partly data-

driven scenario generation approach which typically rely on machine learning or pattern 

recognition methods as described in Table 2 [10]. 

Table 2. Summary of approaches for data-driven scenario extraction. 

Approach Description 

Extraction: Concrete scenarios are directly filtered without any assignment to 

predefined logical scenarios or similar clusters. 

Examples are available in [40–44]. 

Clustering/ 

Classification: 

Data grouped to also obtain concrete scenarios, but with a kind of group 

membership. 

 Clustering: Data grouped to similar clusters with assignment made in 

an unsupervised learning fashion. 

Examples are available in [45–49] 

 Classification: Data grouped to predefined logical scenario classes using 

assignment made in a supervised learning fashion. 

Examples are available in [50–55]. 

Parameterization Work regarding parameterization of classified data are available in, e.g., 

[56–60]. 

 

2.2.1.3 Data Framework 

Access to scenario database(s) are essential for scenario-based testing. However, SUNRISE 

will not establish its own scenario database filled with huge amount of data. Instead, a 

SUNRISE data framework is developed with a federation layer that allows to retrieve scenarios 

from external databases. The data framework is developed in WP5 dealing with “Content 

harmonisation of data framework”, and WP6 with “Data framework design and usage 

definition”. Work package 3 shall focus on the needs from scenario-based safety assurance 

methods to store in the database and to retrieve from the database. 

2.2.1.4 Selection of test scenarios 

There are different possible approaches for selection of scenarios, focusing on covering the 

parameter space with test cases, and approaches focusing on challenging corner cases to 

find counterexamples [10]. 

• Testing-based test scenario selection 

Testing-based test scenario selection approaches have in common that a subset of test 

scenarios is sampled for microscopic assessment of safety in each individual test 

scenario. The results can then be aggregated into a macroscopic assessment. Two 

different types of sampling are possible: 
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o Sampling within parameter ranges: 

Sampling is done over the entire parameter range and neglects that scenarios 

have different probability in real-world. Consequently, it only allows an overall 

statement based on coverage [61–72]. 

o Sampling over parameter distributions: 

Sampling is done over the parameter distributions that also includes the 

probability of occurrence of the scenarios. Consequently, weighting of the 

results is possible for a true statistical statement about the accident 

probabilities [73–93]. 

• Falsification-based test scenario selection 

Falsification-based test scenario selection aims to find counterexamples violating the 

safety requirements in microscopic safety assessment. Existing concrete test scenarios, 

or simple logical test scenarios with parameter ranges, are taken from the scenario 

database: 

o Accident-based: 

Accident data as basis for test scenarios are used in safety assessment of 

advanced driver-assistance system (ADAS), i.e., for assessment of system 

with SAE Level ≤2 [94–99]. 

o Criticality: 

Test scenario selection is done by choosing representative concrete test 

scenarios based on calculated criticality, possibly followed by adopting them 

such that the criticality is increased, see [100–102]. 

o Complexity: 

A third approach is to increase the probability of finding counterexamples by 

increasing the complexity of the test scenarios [103–111]. 

o Optimizer for simulation-based falsification: 

Simulation-based falsification is distinguished by an additional feedback loop. 

Consequently, assessment results of the simulation can be used for 

optimization to select next concrete test scenarios, data that actually is from 

the vehicle under test and not from the database [112–130]. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

2.2.1.5 Test scenario execution 

Execution of different relevant test scenarios is part of the methodology. Either the test 

execution if performed in real-world via field or proving-ground tests, or as different degrees 

of virtual tests. Most references use simulation for proof of concept (PoC) due to advantages 

regarding, e.g., cost, expenditure and safety risks [10, 131–133].  

2.2.1.6 AV assessment 

Riedmaier et al. [10] distinguish between microscopic and macroscopic safety assessment: 

• Macroscopic safety assessment, or statistical safety assessment, is about showing that the 

automated vehicles (AVs) have lower accident probability than human drivers. That type of 

statement about the overall impact of AVs on traffic will require a huge amount of data. 
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• Microscopic assessment is based on evaluation of single scenarios, i.e., scenario-based 

safety assessment. 

Figure 3 illustrates this by including the scenario-based microscopic safety assessment of the 

AV in WP3. The macroscopic safety assessment is shown as part WP2 assuming that 

complement with non-scenario-based approaches may be needed. The transition from a 

microscopic safety assessment to macroscopic safety assessments is identified by Riedmaier 

et al. [10] as one of the key challenges for scenario-based approaches. 
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3 THE HEADSTART METHODOLOGY 

The HEADSTART methodology is an approach for safety validation of connected and 

automated vehicles. It is centred around scenario-based testing and was published in 

HEADSTART deliverable D2.1 [134]. As the forerunner for SUNRISE, the HEADSTART 

methodology is an important input to SUNRISE and an overview of the methodology is shown 

in Figure 4. In the following the HEADSTART methodology is summarized and mapped versus 

the taxonomy shown in Figure 3 [135]. More details and examples are found in [134, 136–

139]. 

 
Figure 4. Overview of the overall HEADSTART methodology [135, 138]. 

Note that HEADSTART focussed on the key enabling technologies (KETs) communication, 

cyber-security, and positioning. Safety performance validation were addressed, though no 

definition of safety test objectives is explicitly shown in the overall methodology in Figure 4. 

3.1 Scenario concepts, parameter sets and descriptions 

As part of the state-of-the-art analysis in HEADSTART, the scenario concepts defined in the 

projects PEGASUS, MOOVE, StreetWise and SAKURA were analysed (see further [140] and 

Sec. 4). The chosen scenario layer model for HEADSTART, shown in Figure 5, is based on 

the PEGASUS layers for infrastructure (Layer 1, 2 & 3), the environment (layer 5) and the 

digital information (Layer 6). These are combined with separating movable objects in Layer 

4a (subject ego vehicle) and Layer 4b (other vehicles) as done in MOOVE. Important to note 

is that these concepts are always connected to a specific ODD. The existing state-of-the-art 

projects at the time, usually had an ODD for highway. 
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The partners in HEADSTART made an evaluation of available scenario formats, and decided 

that the format should be: 

• Compatible with HEADSTART’s targeted scenario databases (PEGASUS, MOOVE, 

StreetWise). 

• Compatible with various test instances, especially virtual testing. 

• Suitable to describe the KETs defined in the HEASTART project (communication, 

positioning, and cybersecurity). 

• Widely accepted in the industry. 

Layer 6: Digital information 
e.g. V2X communication, Connectivity 

 
Layer 5: Environment 
e.g. Weather, lighting and other surrounding 
conditions  

Layer 4.b: Other objects 
e.g. Dynamic and static objects 

 

Layer 4.a: Ego vehicle 
e.g. Dynamics and behavioural data 

 
Layer 3: Temporary manipulation of layer 1 
& 2 
e.g. Geometry, overlaid topology, time frame  

Layer 2: Traffic infrastructure 
e.g. Structural boundaries, traffic signs, 
elevated barriers  

Layer 1: Road level 
e.g. geometry, topology, surface … 

 
Figure 5. The HEADSTART layer model [134]. 

After comparing different formats, it was concluded that most suitable for HEADSTART were 

the ASAM standards: 

• ASAM OpenSCENARIO: Description of driving scenarios. 

• ASAM OpenDRIVE: Logical description of road networks. 

• ASAM OpenCRG: Description of road surfaces. 

At the time, the HEADSTART scenario concept was defined, the used abstraction levels were 

functional, logical, and concrete scenarios with appropriate parameter sets. 

3.2 Scenario sources and scenario generation 

Figure 4 illustrates the defined workflow in the HEADSTART methodology. Scenario sources 

include field, aerial, and accident data. These are complemented with data from simulator 

studies as well as scenarios defined based on expert knowledge to ensure as much 

completeness as possible. Further, the different sources provide different capabilities and can 

therefore be used for different purposes. After the input data is collected and uploaded, a pre-

processing is done that can reach from simple interpolation of signals to calculation of derived 

measures and dataset enrichment. However, the identification and characterization of relevant 
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scenarios were not in focus for the HEASTART project. Instead, the assumption was that such 

scenarios were available from datasets. 

Next is the extraction of scenarios based on a logical scenario concept where recorded 

situations are clustered into clearly defined classes using the HEADSTART scenario concept. 

After scenarios have been extracted from a recording, parameters describing the scenarios 

are calculated, including updating exposure calculations, and saving into a database filling up 

the parameter space of respective logical scenario. 

In addition, there may be scenarios that have not occurred in the input data. And there may 

be injection of scenarios deemed necessary based on expert knowledge. 

3.3 Scenario database 

Though the methodology shown in Figure 4 illustrates a scenario database, the intention was 

not to establish a scenario database as part of HEADSTART. Instead, the approach was to 

rely on external scenario databases like PEGASUS, StreetWise and MOOVE [134, 140]. 

3.4 Selection of test scenarios 

HEADSTART’s process for test scenario selection is summarized below and illustrated in 

Figure 6. The summary is based on the description in HEADSTART deliverable 3.1 [136]. 

Examples of a few use cases can be found in  HEADSTART deliverable 3.2 [137]. 

1. Input 

The required input is the definition of dynamic driving task (DDT), the ODD, and the 

use case. The driving function's functional capabilities and boundaries are defined, 

and the test scenario selection process can start. 

2. Define a query 

Based on the DDT, ODD, and use case, a query for the scenario database is defined. 

3. Extract scenarios from the database 

The generated query is passed to the scenario database that selects the relevant data 

and converts it to a requested output format. For HEADSTART, OpenSCENARIO and 

OpenDRIVE were considered the most promising data formats. 

4. Check if scenarios are inside ODD 

It is checked whether the scenarios are within the ODD and thus suitable for further 

processing. Scenarios identified to be outside the ODD are removed from the list. 

5. Check if ODD is sufficiently covered 

This step checks whether the scenarios from the database cover a sufficient large part 

of the ODD to ensure an adequate safety evaluation of the AD function (requiring 

metrics to compare the ODD retrieved scenarios, including the parameter 

distributions). Alternatively, an evaluation is done based on expert knowledge. 
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Figure 6. HEADSTART's test scenario selection process. 

6. Check if all functionalities are tested 

This step checks whether the existing scenarios are sufficient to test all relevant AD 

functionalities and include testing every basic functionality (equal to every 

event/response pair defined in the object and event detection response (OEDR)). 

7. Include additional scenarios with parameter distribution (optional) 

This step is executed if the ODD is not sufficiently covered by the existing scenarios 

from the database or if not all functionalities of the driving function are tested. In this 

step, additional scenarios are added based on expert knowledge. 

8. Add feedback from the evaluation 

Though previous steps have ensured that the scenarios cover all important parts of 

the driving function, it must be possible to include previously used test cases. One 

case is when the driving function has passed through the process once, but specific 
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tests have failed one or more key performance indicators (KPIs). These test cases are 

rechecked for their data format to ensure compatibility. 

9. Assess the relevance of parameters 

Analysing each of the logical scenario descriptions extracted from a specific database 

shows parameters that have higher relevance than others. Especially important is to 

evaluate what information the AD function extracts from the scenario environment in 

order to assess this parameter relevance (e.g., the velocity of the cut-in vehicle is more 

important for a decisive scenario execution than road shoulder width). Parameters not 

influencing the scenario execution since they lead to the concrete scenario being 

outside the defined ODD are erased from the scenario descriptions. Examples may be 

road elevation or a lateral profile on the lane of the respective road network if the 

driving function is supposed to operate on flat surfaces only. 

10. Check the availability of parameter distribution 

Combining and varying relevant parameters in a meaningful way requires the 

corresponding parameter distribution, and this step checks that the information is 

provided by the database. 

11. Assess relevance based on expert knowledge (optional) 

Missing parameter distributions for specific scenario descriptions must be defined 

manually. One way is to do it based on expert knowledge, and another to assign a 

uniform distribution or a Gaussian distribution. 

12. Assess the relevance of parameter distribution 

Common parameter values (extracted either from the database or defined by expert 

knowledge) are usually not the most challenging or safety-critical parameter 

combinations. To receive a relevance ranking for the concrete scenario descriptions, 

the occurrence probability of the parameter value can may be combined with its 

relevance. E.g., the speed of a cut-in vehicle after the actual cut-in is more relevant for 

the safety evaluation if it is lower because this leads a higher braking demand of the 

ego vehicle and therefore to more potentially dangerous situations.  

13. Check if the parameter combination is feasible 

Feasibility checks are needed to ensure that the gathered concrete scenarios with 

parameter combination are realistically possible. 

o Is the parameter combination physically possible? 

o Is the parameter combination interesting? 

o Are traffic laws obeyed? 

▪ In case of violation of traffic regulation, the scenario may be removed, or 

some threshold values are defined that enable some traffic law violation 

(which is in some cases more realistic).  

14. Output 

After those feasibility checks, the number of parameter combinations should have 

been reduced to only the concrete scenario descriptions, which are physically possible, 

interesting and permitted by traffic regulations. 
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3.5 Test scenario allocation concepts and metrics 

As part of HEADSTAR’s procedure for safety validation of driving functions a concept was 

defined for allocation of test scenarios to the different test methods [134, 136]. The concept is 

based on every testing method (proving ground, XiL, and virtual testing) having its own 

capabilities and restrictions. These capabilities and restrictions should be defined and used 

as input for the test scenario allocation process. Logical scenarios, including parameters, are 

needed for the allocation of scenarios. The concept is illustrated in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Illustration of the input of testing methods capability to the allocation process [134]. 

The process includes the following steps: 

1. Define capabilities for virtual testing. 

2. Define capabilities for XiL testing. 

3. Define capabilities for proving ground testing. 

4. Compile to a map of capability. 

5. Extract logical scenario elements. 

6. Match XiL capabilities with a scenario. 

7. Align parameter ranges of scenario and XiL. 

8. Match proving ground capabilities with a scenario. 

9. Align parameter ranges of scenario and proving ground. 

10. Match virtual testing capabilities with a scenario. 

11. Assign a concrete scenario to a testing method(s). 

12. Identify additional requirements that are not covered by scenarios from the scenario 

database. 

13. Get requirement (optional). 

14. Assign the requirement to a testing method (optional). 

15. Integrate requirement into a scenario data format (optional). 

16. Get test case for requirement (optional). 

17. Extract information for positioning/communication (optional). 

18. Get logical layer for communication with parameter distribution (optional). 

19. Get logical layer for positioning with parameter distribution (optional). 

20. Select parameter (optional). 

The steps are described in detail in HEADSTART deliverable 3.1 [136]. 

The capabilities are divided into three categories: “Sensor”, “Environment” and “Vehicle 

Dynamics” that either can be represented by simulation models or by the real world, thereby 
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defining a framework providing possibility to categorize every possible testing method in terms 

of capabilities needed for the allocation of test scenarios. In addition, there are “resource” 

capabilities like time, cost, and availability (e.g., available area of a proving ground) that can 

be compared to available meta-data of the concrete scenarios (e.g., the needed area for 

scenario execution). The terms are further explained in Table 3. 

Table 3. Model fidelity vs. capability category [134]. 

Model 

Fidelity 

Low Medium High 

Sensor 

Model 

• Object list-based 

• Based on ground truth data 
from simulation environment 
in the FOV 

• Based on ideal models 

• Adding statistical failure 
rates. 

• Modified object list entries. 

• Based on physical principles 
of respective sensor type. 

Environment 

Model 

• The environment must be 
able to place different objects 
in the simulation and update 
their location and orientation 
accordingly. 

• 2D representation could be 
sufficient. 

• 3D representation of 
objects. 

• No physics-rendering 
engine. 

• High fidelity sensor models 
force the most requirements 
on environment models. 
Usually, a simulator engine 
based on ray-tracing is 
needed. 

• Potential also real materials 
and textures. 

Vehicle 

Dynamics 

Model 

• Point mass model. • Single track vehicle model. 

• Double track vehicle 
model. 

• Full 6 DOF vehicle model. 

3.6 Test scenario execution 

HEADSTART deliverable 3.1 [136] describes a method for test method coordination. 

• Each selected test scenarios have in the test scenario allocation process been assigned to 

one of the testing methods (virtual, Xil, proving ground, and field). 

• Next step is to decide which of the testing methods should be executed first. 

• This decision is made by the target group to take their priorities into account. 

• It is also possible to run several testing methods in parallel. 

• Once a decision has been made, the scenarios assigned to this testing method are 

transferred to the testing method responsible. 

• After the tests have been completed and evaluated, this phase can be re-entered if further 

tests are planned. 

• The target group has the decision about the further proceeding again, but now also has the 

results of the tests already performed to determine the further order of the tests. 

3.7 AV assessment 

After all tests have been executed, the results are evaluated based on pre-defined key 

performance indicators (KPIs) and pass/fail criteria to conclude if the AD function meets the 

safety requirements. The results from the evaluation can feed back to the scenario selection 

process to test certain safety critical scenarios in a more detailed way. Additional formats and 

criteria are presented in HEADSTART Deliverable D3.4 [139]. 
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4 OTHER EXISTING METHODOLOGIES 

Several projects have investigated data-driven, scenario-based testing. Some of them 

(PEGASUS, MOOVE, StreetWise and SAKURA) were used as input for the HEADSTART 

method and are described in the HEADSTART Deliverable 1.1 [140]. This chapter presents 

these four projects, together with some other existing scenario databases and/or projects 

working with scenarios-based testing. The list is not claimed to be complete but considered to 

include sufficient relevant twin projects to enable the formulation of a scenario concept to be 

used in the SUNRISE CCAM SAF. 

4.1 PEGASUS Project Family 

The research project PEGASUS (Project for the Establishment of Generally Accepted quality 

criteria, tools, and methods as well as Scenarios and Situations) on the release of highly AD 

functions, addresses the research into new methods for the verification and validation (V&V) 

of highly AD functions [141]. The exemplary test object is a Level 3 highly AD function for 

highways (highway chauffeur).  

The system under test within PEGASUS is handled as a black box, which means it was not a 

focus to have a detailed view of the architecture of the complete vehicle or other single 

components. PEGASUS provides a concept to enhance safety by testing in contrast to safety 

by design concepts. To come up with a new method for the V&V of AD functions, analysis is 

performed on different test methods, quality criteria, traffic scenarios, tools, and guidelines in 

the project. The resulting PEGASUS method for the assessment of highly AD functions is 

summarized in Figure 8 and will be detailed in the following. 

The process flow of the overall method is read counterclockwise from bottom left to upper left 

and consists of five basic elements for the V&V of the highway chauffeur: 

1. Data processing 

2. Definition of requirements 

3. Information storage and processing in a database 

4. Assessment of the highly AD function 

5. Argumentation 
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Figure 8. The Pegasus Method. 

The main part of the PEGASUS method describes the process for creating evidence 

supporting the safety argumentation with all the steps and interfaces in between (groups with 

red numbers 1-4). On the left side is the safety argumentation (red 5). This argumentation is 

compared at the end of the PEGASUS method with the result of the evidence process to 

produce a contribution for the safety statement related to the driving function or the test object. 

This can be used for the overall approval recommendation. 

Within the evidence process, the first element is the data processing. The input information 

consists of existing knowledge like regulations and standards as well as given use cases from 

which logical scenarios (cf. 4.1.1 below) can systematically be derived and transferred to the 

database. On the other hand, existing recorded scenarios are processed as input data into a 

common format that is necessary in order to use different types of information sources later in 

the database. Again, logical scenarios are extracted and fed into the database.  

The second part is the requirements definition which is executed parallel to the data 

processing and as inputs given knowledge and use cases are utilized. With that, requirements 

for the AD function or general behaviour requirements for the test object are defined. The 

requirements are then used in the database to implement evaluation criteria for scenarios and 

combine them into test cases. In addition, these requirements can be used in the assessment 

of the highly AD function to define process specifications. 

The database poses the third element. The datasets which have been prepared in a common 

format in the data processing step are used to configure predefined logical scenarios. These 

are then equipped with parameters and corresponding parameter spaces which are fed from 

the processed data and knowledge paths shown in Figure 8. Based on this information, the 
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database creates a range of logical test cases with built-in pass and fail criteria from the 

second element for the different logical scenarios. The underlying process is detailed in Sec. 

4.1.2 

In the fourth element, the assessment of the highly AD function, is executed. Based on the 

logical scenarios from the database, test cases are derived and executed in simulation and 

partly later validated on proving grounds. Systematic field tests will also provide additional 

findings. The results of the test execution are compared to the pass and fail criteria in order to 

evaluate them. They are used for a risk assessment to define a safety statement.  

Within the last element, the generated evidence is compared with the predefined safety 

argumentation. The comparison is executed in an external procedure model. 

From PEGASUS, two subsequent projects evolved which will detail the developed 

methodology and operate under the name “PEGASUS project family”. Figure 9 illustrates the 

orchestration of the different components of the overall methodology that is developed based 

on PEGASUS, but now with the focus on urban use cases. SET Level was a project in which 

method and tools for the simulative testing and developing of AD functions were generated. 

VVMethods wraps an overall methodology around the simulation and enables other test 

environments as well. The project is still active and will end late 2023.  

 
Figure 9. Overview of the scope of PEGASUS successors VVMethods and SET Level. 

In the following, aspects of PEGASUS and partly VVMethods are detailed that are relevant to 

work package 3 of SUNRISE. A full state-of-the-art analysis of the VVMethods project is not 

possible yet, since the project is still running, and the overall concept is not public. Note that 

an extensive description of the PEGAUS scenario concept can be found in HEADSTART 

Deliverable D1.1 [140] . 
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4.1.1 Scenario concepts, parameter sets and description 

The PEGASUS scenario concept had a relevant influence on HEADSTART deliverable 2.1 

[4]. Scenarios are structured based on the 6-layer model which has been established during 

the course of the PEGASUS family projects. The different layers are used to structure a 

scenario, so it can be discussed on an oral level as well as machine-readable. The latter is 

done by the ASAM formats OpenDRIVE and OpenSCENARIO. The whole methodology is 

detailed on the PEGASUS website [142]. 

Once scenarios can be described, they are collected and fed to the PEGASUS database 

where they are analysed to transform them into logical scenarios. Within the PEGASUS 

project, the so called “challenger concept” has been developed to structure the logical 

scenarios that the AD function has to cope with (cf. Sec. 3.2.1 in HEADSTART Deliverable 

D1.1 [140]). This concept is used to reduce the scenario space substantially and will be 

detailed in the following section. 

4.1.2 Test Scenario Selection 

To create specific scenarios based on field data, a framework for generating a scenario 

catalogue is necessary [50]. This framework should be able to store all relevant components 

of the scenario related to Layer 4 of the 6-layer-model (cf. HEADSTART/PEGASUS 

Methodology). Safety assurance primarily focuses on avoiding collisions between a system-

under-test (SUT) and another object, usually another vehicle for the use-case highway 

chauffeur in PEGASUS. The framework operates on the assumption that a safety-relevant 

situation can be identified by the need for the SUT to react to avoid a collision with a 

challenging object. This object is not necessarily the accident perpetrator, but the object with 

which the SUT would collide if no collision avoidance action was taken. The framework defines 

a limited number of safety-relevant logical scenarios based on the area of the SUT that the 

challenging object would collide with and the initial positions of the challenging object. Different 

initial positions are categorized based on whether the outline of the challenger overlaps with 

the outline of the SUT in the longitudinal or lateral direction, and the path leading to different 

types of impact is depicted in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10. PEGASUS Challenger concept. 

Aside from defining safety-relevant logical scenarios, there may be other objects that are 

important in a scenario. To represent only objects that are relevant for safety, different roles 

have been identified for additional objects in a scenario. These additional objects either 

increase the challenge for the SUT to handle the situation safely or are important in the 

sequence of events of a scenario, so that the SUT may react to an emerging situation even if 

a collision with a challenging object is not yet imminent. 

One group of objects that increases the challenge for the SUT are action restrictions. These 

objects limit the space for collision avoidance manoeuvres for the SUT. Initially, action 

constraints can be identified, which are realized by a single object, either located in front, 

behind, or to the side of the SUT. No distinction is made between positions 2, 3, and 4 in 

Figure 10, and instead, the positions to the side of the object are treated as a continuous 

space. Further action restrictions can be identified, which are realized by multiple objects, 

such as the complete blocking of a side to the ego vehicle or blocking to the side of the SUT 

with a gap large enough for a collision avoidance manoeuvre. The position and size of this 

gap can be described as parameters of the scenario instead of describing trajectories for all 

vehicles contributing to the existence of this gap. 

Another role of additional objects in a scenario that increases the challenge for the SUT to 

handle the situation safely are dynamic occlusions. Objects are represented as dynamic 

occlusions if they obstruct the vision on the challenging object from the point of view of the 

ego vehicle. This allows storing scenarios that often are referred to as "Cut-Outs” where 

another vehicle possibly blocks the view on the back of a traffic jam and then performs a lane 

change.  

In the VVMethods project, the PEGASUS methodology is currently being further developed to 

cover urban traffic situations. The idea is to structure a traffic situation as several base 

scenarios and combine them to a complete scenario. This approach will be further investigated 

and carried out in the SUNRISE project. 
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4.1.3 Allocation of Test Scenarios to Test Instances 

Subsequently, a space of logical test cases is generated which includes pass/fail criteria and 

additional preparation. A logical test case therefore includes the logical scenario plus 

evaluation criteria. These criteria are represented by metrics, such as TTC, THW, etc., and 

thresholds for the respective metrics. The threshold values for the different metrics within the 

test cases are set which are based on the results of the requirements definition. The results 

of the process steps integration of pass criteria are stored within the data container of logical 

test cases. This container includes the test cases, which are relevant for the AD function or 

general test object based on all available information sources. The test cases are stored in 

the technical formats OpenDRIVE, OpenSCENARIO, and a format for the parameterization of 

the logical scenario. The metrics for evaluation of the logical scenarios are stored in external 

scripts for the application in the following process steps. With this information, it is possible to 

execute the test cases in suitable simulation environments. Additionally, proving ground tests 

were conducted to validate the simulations [134]. 

4.2 StreetWise 

TNO StreetWise refers to a methodology for building and maintaining a real-world scenario 

database, suitable for testing and validating AD functions, that was introduced in 2018 [143]. 

Starting point for the development was the question how to quantify safety risk for (automated) 

systems that are to be deployed on public roads. The question results from the need of all 

stakeholders, policy makers as well as industry, to improve road safety and consequently only 

deploy systems onto the road that are free of reasonably foreseeable and preventable safety 

risks, a formulation that is taken from the UNECE R157 regulation for Automated Lane 

Keeping System [144]. Safety assessment is about determining whether the safety risk of 

deploying an automated system onto the public road is acceptable or not. Safety assessment 

procedures aim at quantifying the safety risk by determining the probability that the AV ends 

up in a collision and addressing the severity of the consequences of such a collision. The 

safety risk needs to consider each situation that the AV may encounter on the road during its 

lifetime. 

A data-driven, scenario-based approach is proposed for such safety assessment. This 

approach starts with a description of the large variety of traffic situations by means of scenarios 

stored in a scenario database. The operational design domain (ODD) of AVs can be described 

by indicating which scenarios (and variations within the scenarios) are covered within the 

ODD. For the generation of test cases, scenarios are sampled on the basis of scenario 

statistics (scenario parameter distributions). It is generally acknowledged that test cases for 

the safety assessment of AVs should be based on real-world scenarios [145, 146]. It is 

proposed to use such scenarios to select and generate test cases for the quantitative 

assessment of an AV through virtual and physical safety validation. Real-world data is used 

to describe the large variety of different traffic situations on the road, with the manoeuvres of 

traffic participants, the typical layout of the road and infrastructural elements, and weather and 

lighting conditions. The collection of scenarios needs to cover the variety of what an automated 

vehicle can encounter in real traffic during its lifetime. As a result, usually many different 

scenarios are taken into account to achieve a complete safety assessment.  
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To serve scenario-based safety assessment, a scenario database is required in which 

scenarios and their variations are stored with statistics (parameter distributions), also 

depending on region of scenario occurrence. TNO developed the StreetWise toolchain as 

shown in Figure 11. The use of scenarios for development and testing puts requirements to 

scenario databases that need to be established. A scenario database should provide a 

(complete) view on scenarios (and their variations, also depending on region, traffic rules, and 

driving culture) that a vehicle can encounter on the road during its lifetime. This includes how 

scenarios evolve over time with the changes in the mobility system. Scenarios should cover 

nominal everyday driving and more rare and extreme cases. 

 
Figure 11. A schematic overview of the TNO toolchain to identify and characterize scenarios and 

store them in the StreetWise scenario database. 

Most important characteristic of StreetWise is the possibility to determine scenario statistics, 

with metrics such as: 

• Exposure: what is the probability of encountering a scenario within certain parameter 

ranges or given characteristics, e.g., expressed in the number per 100,000 km of 

driving. 

• Completeness: a metric that determines how well the scenarios (and their variations) 

included in the scenario database cover the occurrence of scenarios in the real world. 

TNO has published a paper how to estimate completeness from a dataset [60]. 

 

4.2.1 Scenario concepts, parameter sets and description 

TNO StreetWise uses the following informal definition of the term scenario: 

A scenario describes any situation on the road including the intent of the ego vehicle, 

the behaviour of road users, the road layout, and conditions such as weather and 

lighting. A drive on the road is considered a continuous sequence of scenarios – which 

might overlap. 
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A more formal definition is provided by [147]: 

A scenario is a quantitative description of the relevant characteristics and activities 

and/or goals of the ego vehicle(s), the static environment, the dynamic environment, 

and all the events that are relevant to the ego vehicle(s) within the time interval 

between the first and the last relevant event. An event corresponds to a moment in 

time at which a mode transition occurs or a system reaches a specific threshold, where 

the former can be induced by both internal and external causes.   

 
Figure 12. A schematic view on the relation between scenarios, the operational design domain, and 

test cases. 

Figure 12 presents a schematic view on the relation between the scenarios in the real world, 

the known scenarios that are collected in the StreetWise scenario database, the scenarios in 

the ODD and the scenarios used to generate the test cases [148]. With this scheme, the 

important concepts of completeness and coverage can be understood: 

• Completeness: how well do the known scenarios cover all possible scenarios in the real-

world? How to estimate completeness is shown in [60]. 

• Coverage: how well do the selected test cases cover the ODD of the system under test? 

Ideally, there are no unknown scenarios in the ODD and the set of test cases covers at 

least the complete ODD. 

The figure illustrates the importance of striving for completeness in a scenario database. Not 

only is it difficult to provide a reliable description of the ODD of a function when the scenario 

database is not sufficiently complete, also the relevance of the selection of test cases is limited 

in that case. In other words, the function might encounter a scenario in reality for which the 

function has not been tested. 

Currently, in the TNO StreetWise scenario database (with more than 45.000 concrete 

scenarios identified in approximately 1000 hours of driving data), ten scenario categories are 

used to describe most situations that occur on highways. The list includes most common 

scenarios. This does not mean that the list is complete. The applied methodology allows to 

add scenario categories rather easily to address scenarios that are not covered by one of the 

categories currently presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Overview of identified scenarios stored in the TNO StreetWise database. 

 Scenario category description Count 
Exposure2 

[#/hr] 

1 Leading vehicle decelerating 8166 8.4 

2 Leading vehicle accelerating 7878 8.1 

3 
Leading vehicle cruising, while ego and leading vehicle drive at 

similar speeds 
6826 7.0 

4 Ego vehicle approaching a slower leading vehicle 2445 2.5 

5 Ego vehicle driving in lane, without the presence of a leading vehicle 12896 13.2 

6 Vehicle overtaking the ego vehicle 715 0.7 

7 Cut-in in front of the ego vehicle 3084 3.2 

8 Cut-out in front of the ego vehicle 3760 3.9 

9 
Ego vehicle performing a lane change while another vehicle 

approaches from the rear in the target lane 
1307 1.3 

10 Ego vehicle merging in an occupied lane 375 0.4 

 

Scenario category 7 out of the list above (see Figure 13) refers to a cut-in scenario, which is 

characterized by the following sequence of activities: ego vehicle is following lane; a target 

vehicle is cruising outside the ego-vehicle lane at a speed higher than the ego-vehicle; at a 

certain longitudinal distance between the target vehicle’s rear and the ego-vehicle’s front, the 

target vehicle makes a lane change towards the ego-vehicle lane. 

 
Figure 13. Schematic view of a target vehicle (T) cutting-in in front of an ego vehicle (H). 

To describe a cut-in scenario, the following parameter set is currently used: 

𝑣𝑥
𝐻 ego initial longitudinal velocity [m/s] 

∆𝑣𝑥
𝑇 target initial relative longitudinal velocity with respect to ego vehicle [m/s] 

𝑣𝑦
𝑇̅̅̅̅  target average lateral velocity relative to the lane over the duration of the lane change 

[m/s] 

sign 𝑣𝑦 target lane change direction [-1: from left to right, 1: from right to left] 

THWLC time headway at start of lane change [s] =  ∆𝑥0/𝑣𝑥
𝐻 

∆𝑥0 distance between target and ego vehicle when target starts crossing the lane 

marking.  

 
2 Here, an exposure metric is given as the number of observations per hour of driving. Different 
metrics may be considered, e.g., the number of kilometres driven in a certain scenario compared to 
the total driving distance.  
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Figure 14. Probability density functions for 3 parameters describing a cut-in. 

These parameters, identified for 6316 realizations of a cut-in in a dataset covering more than 

110,000 km of highway driving in Europe, provide valuable statistical information. This is 

illustrated in graphs of the parameter’s distributions, or more precisely of the probability 

density functions (PDF), see Figure 14.  

This figure shows the time-headway (THW) between cutting-in vehicle and ego vehicle at start 

of the cut-in (left upper graph), the average lateral speed of the cutting-in vehicle during the 

cut-in (right upper graph), and the relative longitudinal speed of the cutting-in vehicle with 

respect to the ego vehicle (lower graph) – a negative relative longitudinal speed indicates that 

the gap between ego and cutting-in vehicle decreases, gap closing. 

4.2.2 Scenario Selection and Test Case generation 

In this subsection, the process of using scenarios for the generation of test cases is shortly 

described, e.g., for the performance assessment (testing) of an AV that has been developed 

and for which it needs to be determined whether it can be safely deployed on the road. In the 

development of such an AV, a functional description needs to be made and the ODD of the 

vehicle should be described. These descriptions actually result from a discussion between the 

vehicle developer and the operator of the vehicle (e.g., a shuttle, or a hub-to-hub automated 

transporter). Where the operator will have requirements regarding functionality and will be 

able to indicate what the expected ODD looks like, the vehicle developer will indicate to what 

extent these requirements can be fulfilled by a proposed product. 
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As vehicle safety assessment considers the vehicle as a whole. The results of tests are 

influenced by the performance of each of the different subsystems. If the response of the 

vehicle is not as expected, or the vehicle fails to meet a requirement, it is common practice to 

investigate the cause and to analyse which of the subsystems has failed. Then, improvements 

can be implemented in a next development cycle. It is much easier to attribute a failure to a 

subsystem by performing subsystem tests, where the performance of the perception system, 

the decision and control logic and the actuation are tested separately. Specific tests are 

designed for the perception system, and to determine the performance of vehicle dynamics. 

In a similar way, tests can be designed to challenge the decision and control logic of an 

automated vehicle. Many of these tests, especially regarding the control and decision logic 

can be executed in a virtual simulation environment. 

Having an overview of scenarios that play a role in operation of an AV facilitates the discussion 

on the functional specification and the ODD that may be expected. It is for this reason that 

scenario collection is important. Scenarios are also essential for the generation of test cases. 

Once the ODD is known, and the scenarios describing what the automated vehicle might 

encounter are known, test cases can be generated to design tests to evaluate whether the 

developed AV meets the functional requirements. The process is illustrated in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15. The process of generating test cases. 

The design of an AV comes with a range of operating conditions, i.e., the ODD, and the 

functional requirements. Based on the ODD and the functional requirements, the relevant 

scenarios can be selected out of the possible scenarios. The ODD and the functional 

requirements form the basis of the test criteria. Based on the relevant scenarios or scenario 

categories and the test criteria, the test cases are generated. Next, from the actual performed 

tests, the test results are obtained according to some metrics that are derived from the test 

criteria. The test results are compared with a reference that is based on the ODD, the 

functional requirements, and the metrics. 
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4.2.3 Allocation of Scenarios to Test Instances 

StreetWise does not describe an approach to allocate specific tests to ways of testing. In [149], 

De Gelder and Op den Camp propose a procedure for safety assessment involving an 

Applicant, an Assessor and an Authority, to decide on the selection of tests, incl. both proving 

ground testing and virtual simulation testing.  

4.2.4 Validation Metrics for Test Runs and Dynamic Allocation 

As indicated in subsection 4.2.1, two concepts are important for validation of the scenario 

database and for validation of the test cases generated on the basis of the scenario database. 

The first is completeness, how well in general do the scenarios in the database describe all 

situations and variations that can happen in the real world. More specifically, given an ODD, 

how well do the scenarios describe all possible variations within the ODD.  

Coverage indicates how well the test cases based on the scenarios within the ODD cover the 

ODD, and how well these test cases trigger different behaviour of the AV. 

4.2.5 Other 

One of the challenges in showing compliance with the regulations, is the performance of a 

safety assessment of such vehicles that provides results that are unambiguous, easily 

understood by experts in the field, and explainable to authorities and the general public. An 

important metric in safety assessment is the residual safety risk. Based on the collection of 

scenarios in the StreetWise scenario database, TNO has proposed a method to determine 

estimates for the residual safety risk [150], making use of virtual simulations for a wide variety 

of relevant traffic scenarios. To make such a well-founded estimate of risk, it is important to 

have reliable information regarding the exposure of scenarios in the real world. It is for this 

reason that the StreetWise approach is much focused on quantifying exposure of scenarios. 

4.3 Safety PoolTM 

The Safety PoolTM Scenario Database [151], which is developed and maintained by WMG, 

hosts an estimated ~250,000 scenarios, with this number continuously growing. These 

scenarios are generated from a variety of methods and sources (which are explained in detail 

later in this report). The database is used by a variety of stakeholders, (from ADS developers 

to regulators) and is currently being evaluated by the UK’s Vehicle Certification Agency (VCA) 

as part of the type-approval process for ADS. The platform encourages user contribution and 

insightful scenario additions through a gamified approach to contribution; a 'tokenised’ system 

values scenarios on uniqueness and assigns a value to each user uploaded scenario, allowing 

the user to then exchange tokens for additional scenarios which are stored in the database.  

The database offers the ability to index the scenarios using ODD and behaviour attribute labels 

and store the indexed scenarios. The labels used, align with the appropriate standards for 

ODD (PAS 1883 [152] and ISO 34503 [24]) and are presented in the ASAM OpenLABEL 

format. Scenarios generated from the Create and Format activities (see Figure 23) are stored 

in WMG’s SDL Level-1 and Level-2 formats (for readability), with the possibility to convert 

these into ASAM’s OpenSCENARIO v1.0 and OpenDRIVE v1.6 scenario description formats. 
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Figure 16. A snapshot of the ‘label’ searching feature for scenarios in Safety PoolTM. 

All scenarios hosted on the Safety PoolTM are indexed (see Figure 16) using an extended form 

of the ASAM OpenLABEL. In the database, every scenario is processed to extract ODD and 

behaviour attributes as labels which are then organised using a labelling format that uses a 

JSON schema. This allows users to query the database using these ODD and behaviour 

labels. This is illustrated in Figure 17. 

Safety PoolTM provides a number of useful features, including; 

• Searching/Querying scenarios using these labels (as depicted on the right of the 

figure). 

• Saving a complex query using an alias-label which can then be re-used in further 

queries.  

• Hosting real-world route information and associating different sections of the route with 

labels. This allows users to inspect the route and locate compatible scenarios. 

• Providing useful scenario statistics showing a distribution of scenarios according to the 

ODD taxonomy. 

• Extended label structures are used to identify clusters of similar scenarios. This allows 

us to evaluate the uniqueness of a scenario (compared to others already stored) and 

identify if a scenario being added to the database, is like existing scenarios and in what 

ways it is dissimilar to them. 
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Figure 17. A visualisation of the meta-model and labelling process that feeds into the Scenarios 

stored in Safety PoolTM. 

4.3.1 Scenario concepts, parameter sets and description 

Scenario concepts 

In the V&V life-cycle for an ADS, scenarios are the key assets used to identify failures [39, 

153, 154], and may be defined on the basis of the ADS’s ODD. [154] define a scenario as a: 

‘temporal development between several scenes in a sequence of scenes. Every 

scenario starts with an initial scene. Action and events as well as goals & values may 

be specified to characterise this temporal development in a scenario. Other than a 

scene, a scenario spans a certain amount of time.’ 

The scenario generation methods that form the inputs to the Safety PoolTM database come 

from a combination of data-based and knowledge-based concepts. There are currently 

8 methods used to populate the database with scenarios. Figure 18 below demonstrates this, 

methods 3-7 are knowledge-based, and 1, 2, 8 are data-based. 

 
Figure 18. The generation methodologies that contribute to the scenarios stored in Safety PoolTM. 

Accident databases (1) are an, often publicly available, resource. UK accident databases have 

been leveraged to form a set of scenarios public in Safety PoolTM. Real-world data can come 

from sources such as anonymised insurance claim records (2). This is an optimal source for 

collision and near-miss accident trends [99]. Systems Theoretical Process Analysis (STPA) 

method has been implemented as another scenario source, and has been exemplified in [155] 

to analyse the characteristics of an ADSs architecture to identify potential system hazards and 

failures (3). This analysis can be arranged in a format that lends itself to scenario creation. 
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Formal verification (4) methods are the formal analysis of highway code rules for scenario 

generation. This work frames each highway code rule as a hypothetical driving scenario with 

corresponding behaviour and ODD elements. This method focuses on the manoeuvre 

parameters that are near the boundary of violation and produces scenarios that represent 

these set of violations. ODD as a generation method (5) uses similar formal representation as 

of formal verification, but applied to the ODD of the ADS, combining required ODD elements, 

and limiting the possible scenario combinations based on the ODD restrictions. 

Ontology as a generation method (6) is inspired by the works of [34] and [153]. Ontology is 

used to define all classes within the domain and can be constructed to include all relationships 

between classes and pre-defined rules. These rules and relationships can be leveraged to 

ensure the correct instantiation of a scenario is created. If a well-defined ontology is produced, 

then a high-abstraction scenario can be output at a functional level. Generation of scenarios 

from standards and regulatory documents (7) is performed as a manual process, contributing 

a small set of well-defined scenarios, often presented in the form of test cases for a system 

such as in Euro NCAP documents [156]. Finally, real-world trials and deployments (8) can be 

leveraged as a useful source of scenarios. This data gives rise to two different broad 

categories of scenarios which are of equal importance to consider; one being naturalistic 

driving data, representing a majority of the driving conditions that would be met by an ADS, 

and a form of edge case data, from scenarios which were difficult for the ADS to navigate 

during trials for whatever reason. 

Scenario description 

The native format for the scenarios produced by any of the methods described above is 

WMG’s SDL-Level 2, with possibility to convert to a higher abstraction language 

representation in SDL-Level 1 through an integrated toolchain. 

 
Figure 19. A mapping of Safety PoolTM associated languages to the abstraction levels of scenarios. 

WMG’s two-level of abstraction language concept is presented in [157]. The language was 

built on the concept that multiple stakeholders, with varying levels of expertise will be required 

to interact with scenarios at multiple stages throughout the V&V workflow. Therefore, the 

expectation that a scenario should be understandable to all using a single representation is 

flawed. It has two specification forms, an abstract level 1 specification, which is compliant with 

BSI Flex1889 [158], in which scenarios are expressed in structured natural language, but lack 

the detail required for simulation. It also provides a (logical scenario) level 2 specification which 

is concise and readable and allows for more detailed expressions of scenarios. SDL-level 2 

scenarios can be made into concrete scenario descriptions using exact values in the 
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description rather than ranges, the mapping of these languages to levels of abstraction can 

be seen in Figure 19. WMG-SDL Level 2 allows a scenario’s scenery and behaviour 

descriptions to be expressed together, this makes cross-referencing easier. The description 

itself is clearly segmented into dynamic, scenery and environmental elements and allows for 

both scripted and unscripted traffic to be defined. 

Scenery is described using a textual description that provides all details necessary to depict 

a road network from road lengths and connection angles to the presence and location of 

roadside features such as regulatory signage or traffic lights. The scenery description parallels 

the taxonomy for ODD described in both BSI PAS 1883 [152] and ISO 34503 [24]. 

In WMG-SDL, all activity is organized as a collection of Synchronised Serial Manoeuvre 

Sequences (SSMSs). An actor’s activity is a sequence of phased manoeuvres belonging to 

the actor. In Figure 20, an SSMS is represented by the dashed box that groups the various 

actors’ manoeuvre sequences. The phases are numbered from ‘1’ to the number of phases in 

the SSMS. A WHEN condition triggers an SSMS to begin, which causes all actors’ manoeuvre 

sequences to begin at Phase 1. Phases across different sequences, but within the same 

SSMS, having identical index values, operate synchronously. 

Any two SSMSs taken together may operate asynchronously from each other. For an actor, a 

phase consists of a manoeuvre, manoeuvre parameters, and a WHILE invariant condition that 

must hold while that phase is in operation. In Figure 20, the invariant for phase i and actor j is 

represented by the symbol Cj
i . A phase is considered ‘complete’ once the active component 

of all actors’ manoeuvres, in the same phase, have completed, or when any WHILE condition 

linked to that phase is invalidated. Hence, so long as all WHILE conditions of the phase hold, 

any actor having completed its active manoeuvre component continues with a default drive 

action until all actors in the same phase complete their respective active manoeuvre 

components. A drive-only (stopping, accelerating, or braking to reach a target velocity) phase, 

unlike manoeuvres requiring lateral motion (for instance lane changes) is unique. The 

completion of a phase containing a drive manoeuvre requires either a WHILE condition (which 

it is paired with) to become invalid, OR once the active ‘speed change’ component of the drive 

action to be completed. In WMG-SDL, each SSMS begins with a triggering condition, the 

WHEN condition. If this condition is satisfied, then the actors may begin executing the 

manoeuvres defined within the SSMS [159]. 
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Figure 20. An illustration of the manoeuvre phase implementation within WMG-SDL level 2. 

To allow for seamless use of scenarios on Safety PoolTM, and to bridge the gap between WMG 

SDLs ease of specification and readability, and simulation support for ASAM OpenX 

languages, a methodology for translating scenarios specified in WMG-SDL Level 2 to ASAM 

OpenX equivalents, has been developed and integrated into Safety PoolTM [160]. All scenarios 

which have been uploaded to Safety PoolTM have been converted to OpenX equivalents, and 

any newly uploaded scenarios can be validated and converted into OpenX automatically. The 

translation itself is a semantic translation which outputs an OSC/ODR file pair for each SDL 

Level 2 scenario as is depicted in Figure 21. The methodology for this conversion is twofold 

and involves first parsing the SDL into an object structure that can be searched and 

manipulated, then a mapping of the WMG-SDL components to their OpenX language 

equivalent components is performed. 

 
Figure 21. Illustration of the output of the translation from one WMG-SDL Level 2 to ASAM OpenX. 

4.3.2 Test Scenario Selection 

Test scenario selection in Safety PoolTM is achieved through use of the extended OpenLABEL 

scenario tagging infrastructure which has been implemented as an automated function of the 

database. ASAM OpenLABEL [161] provides a standard that covers the content and data 

structure for adequately tagging scenarios. The items within this standard are heavily inspired 

by the taxonomy of PAS1883 [152] on the ODD front, and extend this to include behaviour 

tags that cover global actions performed by vehicles within the scenarios. 

Test scenario selection can be performed based on ODD elements, with the ability to include 

or exclude tagged items from the search. Behaviours included in the ontology of the 

OpenLABEL standard can be used for the same purpose. Searches can be saved and 

returned to, across different scenario libraries, or after additional scenarios have been added 

to the searchable set. A scenario defines a unique combination of the ODD attributes and the 
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additional behaviour characteristics of the dynamic agents. Furthermore, the temporal 

development of all the conditions is described within a scenario. For example, the system 

needs to be able to handle those scenarios that fall at or within the ODD boundary, but not 

necessarily for the scenarios outside the boundary. The ODD boundary and the scenario 

parameter space are of multi-dimensional level, rather than a 2-D and 1-D representation as 

shown in Figure 22. Incorporating the ODD and behaviour-based model into the scenario 

definition, enables a coherent and effective process for the safety assurance of the system. 

 
Figure 22. Illustration of the coverage of scenarios in reference to test case selection and ODD. 

 

4.3.3 Allocation of Test scenarios to Test Instances 

Test allocation is a key step within the environment element of the V&V workflow which feeds 

scenarios into Safety Pool, outlined in Figure 23. This step entails the allocation of test 

scenarios to be executed in different environments. Once the allocation, or the test plan has 

been created, the next step is to execute and analyse the scenario. 

 
Figure 23. Multi-modal scenario-based V&V process visualised linearly, from scenario creation to 

analysis and decision of performance in simulation. 

The certification/safety evidence & argument element contains analyse and decide. Analyse 

can be further divided into 3 separate stages:  

1) Correct execution - whether the intended test case has been correctly executed.  

2) Pass/fail assessment – monitoring the execution of the scenario and assessing the 

runtime output against a set of pre-defined pass/fail criteria/metrics.  

3) Scenario parameter space exploration – based on the current and past concrete 

parameters (e.g., speed, acceleration) and the pass/fail criteria, a test case generator 

such as an optimisation algorithm that can be applied to introduce a new set of test 

case parameters with the aim of violating the scenario pass criteria. 

The output from the test case generator will result in the creation of new test cases and can 

then be fed back into the execution module, and it forms a closed feedback loop within the 

workflow as shown in Figure 24. This allows the increase of scenario coverage, the decrease 
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of the ‘unknown unsafe’ region and the addition of new scenarios into the database. The final 

stage is the decide stage, based on whether the intended test cases have occurred, the 

assessment on the pass/fail criteria and the scenario coverage were achieved. This stage will 

determine the outcome of the whole V&V process. 

 
Figure 24. WMG/Uni. of Warwick’s Scenario based testing framework at a logical level, which feeds 

into the Safety PoolTM database. 

By underpinning the whole workflow with ODD and behaviour elements, a coherent workflow 

is achieved, from scenario creation all the way to safety evidence, ensuring that all the 

scenarios, execution, and analysis are relevant to the testing of the system. Methodologies 

for test case selection, including Bayesian optimization in [121] and constraint randomization 

in [67], have been proposed as part of a testing framework for automated test-case generation 

in [162]. 

4.4 ADScene 

ADScene is an open initiative undertaken by the two OEMs Renault Group and Stellantis. The 

purpose is to industrialize and complement research assets coming from research projects 

conducted in the French Institutes of Technologies, in the VEDECOM Institute (MOOVE 

projects) [163], and in SystemX (SVA, 3SA, SVR projects) [164] as well as in and the SAM 

Project. The latter is the French automated mobility initiative funded by the French Ministry of 

Economy and the Ministry of Transport under coordination or the PFA (French Automotive 

Platform). The initiative It started back in 2019, with the publication of a PFA position paper 

on the safety of ADS [165] where French automotive industry recommends to capitalize all 

relevant safety scenarios for ADS design & validation. 
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Four sources of scenarios are considered for the completeness of the scenario database as 

shown in Figure 25. 

 
Figure 25. ADScene database content. 

Scenario-based assessment is a key component of the safety argument for next generation 

of AD functions. However, automotive industry, regulatory bodies and researchers need to 

share a common view of what is a state-of-the-art scenario database. Renault Group and 

Stellantis are convinced that a joint, multi-partner precompetitive approach is required to 

generate such an industrial database. For that reason, Renault Group and Stellantis initiated 

the ADScene project: a scenario library for AD and ADAS leveraging research projects.  

ADScene is a platform that includes (illustrated in Figure 26): 

• scenarios mining from driving data,  

• scenarios manager & data analysis, 

• scenarios for other tools (export scenarios to other simulation or MBSE3 software’s). 

 
3 Model-based systems engineering 
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Figure 26. ADScene: A platform providing analysis and management tools. 

4.4.1 Scenario concepts, parameter sets and description 

In ADScene, there are “scenarios”, “use cases”, “test protocols” and “reference data”. 

Concerning scenarios, there are “functional, logical, and concrete scenario” descriptions, and 

there are simulable logical scenarios for normal driving scenarios at the moment. Associated 

definitions come mainly from Ulbrich et al. [154] at the moment, and ISO definitions will 

become the reference. “Reference data” are all relevant data to describe “scenarios”, “use 

cases”, and “test protocols”. 

The scenario data model (the baseline data model MOOVE with its 4 layers has been 

developed to be compliant with Pegasus 6 layer model, and normative description of the ODD) 

can be represented via the following diagram shown in Figure 27 and as explained in the text. 

 
Figure 27. ADScene data model. 

Because functional scenarios are classes of families of scenarios, gathered under a common 

name, they are only described using a picture, a description and tags for easy filtering or 

triggering. 

For logical and concrete scenarios, a more precise description is needed to depict the 

temporal development between several scenes of a driving situation. That is why for this kind 
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of scenarios, after defining its “road infrastructure” and relevant “actors”, it is necessary to 

describe the deferent scenes, actions and event by “steps” to produce a storyboard. 

Because scenarios are often used to design or validate ADSs in different ways (depending on 

the companies), APIs have been created to export or import scenarios to/from other software. 

Examples on supported tools include simulation tools and system engineering tools. Further, 

ADScene includes functionalities to create use cases and test cases or test protocols.  

A use case is the usage of a scenario to specify a functional behaviour or a functional limitation 

of a system in a particular situation. A use case is often linked to a system requirement. A test 

case is the instantiation of a use case with specific parameters. A Test protocol is the gathering 

of several test cases. For example: Euro NCAP proposes well known test protocols every 3 

years. An Illustration of the relationship between these components is shown in Figure 28. 

 
Figure 28. Illustration of the relationship between ADScene libraries. 

4.4.2 Test Scenario Selection 

Scenario Selection is based on several criteria that can be chosen. In ADScene selection 

interface, any parameter of a scenario can be used as a selection criterion, even the edition 

status (draft/ready/validated/obsolete), or the author of a scenario can allow scenario 

selection. 

An important use of ‘scenario selection’ is to get interesting scenarios for an ODD, and to 

calculate a coverage of a scenario database. Research is still needed to identify the coverage 

of a scenario database selection. 

Scenario Selection occurs twice: a first time to choose for a particular ADS the relevant 

scenarios, and a second time for a logical scenario to choose the optimized set of concrete 

test scenarios to be used for testing. 

A research work still needs to be done to identify how to complement “ODD Based” selection 

which is not enough to reach completeness in term of safety design & validation for a particular 

automated system. The full coverage of the ADS interaction with its environment and of its 

responses shall be also included and is not present in the ODD. More, depending on the safety 
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analysis, safety demonstration, and safety quantitative targets, the relevant scenarios to be 

considered for a particular ADS are different. Ongoing research work are conducted for 

scenario selection in ADScene. 

Collaboration with domain experts, deep learning experts, and system engineers can greatly 

contribute to the success of scenario selection in ADAS/AD development. The scenario 

selection process should adapt to evolving technologies, regulations, and user requirements. 

In collaboration with VEDECOM, ADCScene has defined an approach where a new technique 

for scenario selection is proposed that is both goal-oriented and respects the data distribution, 

while optimizing the selection based on a predefined criterion.  As a result, the selection varies 

depending on the choice made, but representativeness is always ensured. 

Subspace Creation is done in different way depending on the kind of scenarios. 

For “nominal” logical scenarios, concrete scenarios (about 400,000 at the moment), 

parameters are automatically (cf. the workflow in Figure 30) extracted from real-world driving 

and subspaces are defined. “Nominal" scenarios are scenarios usually well managed by 

human drivers in nominal conditions. PFA has published a document [164] to define and give 

a raw description of these nominal scenarios. 

 
Figure 29. ADScene workflow. 

For logical accident scenarios, concrete accident scenarios (250 on French highways, and 

about 200 on peri-urban and urban areas) are manually extracted from accident databases 

(VOIESUR in France, and soon other databases) to get the relevant accident scenarios. 

These concrete accident scenarios are characterized by occurrence, severity, and cause with 

the definition of the traffic feared event. This manual process is used for the majority of logical 

scenarios in ADScene. 

ADScene continuously monitor and update the subspace boundaries and analysis techniques 

based on real-world feedback and performance evaluation. This allows ADScene to enhance 

the ability to detect and respond to critical scenarios. Different algorithms and techniques may 

be employed to define and analyse subspaces based on the requirements of the driving 

scenarios and objectives of the ADAS system. In ADScene, ongoing research use tensor form 

of data and variational autoencoder techniques, to find a two-dimensional space that presents 

all the structure of the different data. 
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4.4.3 Allocation of Scenarios to Test Instances 

In ADScene, there are scenario descriptions, simulable scenarios and “test protocol 

descriptions” to help ADScene users preparing their physical or digital testing plan. Allocation 

of scenarios to test instance, i.e., testing environment (MiL, SiL, ViL, Tests on Tracks, Tests 

on open roads, etc …) can be done by using a specific tag and using ADScene API to connect 

ADScene to an MBSE (Model Based System Engineering) tool or to a validation plan 

management tool. The same API can also connect ADScene to physical or digital testing tools 

to import the relevant scenarios. 

4.4.4 Validation Metrics for Test Runs and Dynamic Allocation 

The term validation metrics can include several aspects. Validation metrics can be pass/fail 

criteria used in test protocols and cases. ADScene contains pass/fail criteria for some test 

scenarios like test scenarios from EuroNCAP or extracted from Regulations (e.g. UN 

Regulation). 

ADScene proposes an interface and a process to create its test cases from scenarios, first by 

linking a scenario to a “System Under Test” and to requirements, and in a second step to 

define precise “concrete” parameters (e.g., speed = 15kph), and pass/fail criteria. 

To measure the progress and the quality of different ADScene libraries (scenario library, use 

case library, test library), validation metrics have been established. Several Metrics already 

exist in ADScene like coverage rate, precision, recall for scenarios detection from real world 

driving. In addition to that, research efforts are currently underway to measure indicators such 

as remaining distance to cover a predefined percentage and establish confidence intervals for 

various quantities using the Monte Carlo method. 

4.5  Hi-Drive 

The Hi-Drive project [9] is addressing challenges toward the deployment of higher automation. 

It advances the European state-of-the-art from SAE L3 ‘Conditional Automation’ further up 

towards SAE L4 ‘High Automation’ by demonstrating in large-scale trials. Further, it shall 

enhance the robustness and reliability of AD functions in demanding and error-prone 

conditions. In this context, the key aim of the Hi-Drive project is to focus on testing and 

demonstrating AD, by improving intelligent vehicle technologies, to cover a large set of traffic 

environments, not currently achievable. Therefore, the Hi-Drive project enables testing of a 

variety of AD functions, from motorway chauffeur to urban chauffeur, explored in diverse 

scenarios with heterogeneous driving cultures across Europe. The project’s ambition is to 

extend considerably the ODD from the present situation, which frequently demands that a 

human driver resume control of the vehicle. 

The Hi-Drive project is an ongoing project why limited information so far is available. 
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4.5.1 Scenario concepts, parameter sets and description 

For generating the Hi-Drive use case catalogue, three types of information are provided: 

• Description of Hi-Drive AD function instances: here the SW/HW of the system under 

test and the targeted ODD is briefly described by each AD function owner. 

• Description of use cases for testing a particular AD function instance: here an abstract 

description of the interaction between the Hi-Drive AD function and its environment in 

order to reach a particular goal is provided that serves the purpose of Hi-Drive AD 

function instance testing. 

• Description of a set of test scenarios applicable for each use case: details about actors, 

actions, and events for each use case are provided through a test scenario format. 

Hi-Drive AD function instances are grouped per operational road environment forming four 

subsections, namely Motorway, Urban, Rural, and Parking AD functions. 

In this deliverable (SUNRISE D3.1), the focus is on what Hi-Drive calls “Hi-Drive Use Case 

and Test Scenario catalogue”. In its proposed methodology for generating use cases and 

associated test scenarios, two types of ODD conditions have been considered for testing the 

integration of a Hi-Drive enabler technology in the AD function instance under test: a) the ODD 

for testing “AD performance”, in which the test is if higher AD performance and prolonged AD 

usage can be achieved under nominal ODD conditions, and b) an extended ODD for testing 

“AD availability”, where additional challenging operating conditions are tested to assess the 

AD robustness under conditions beyond the nominal ODD of the AD system under test. 

4.6 SAKURA 

The SAKURA project (Safety Assurance KUdos for Reliable Autonomous vehicles)4 is one of 

the coordinated initiatives funded by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) of 

Japan, under the strategies defined by the Committee on Business Discussions on 

Autonomous Driving Technologies. SAKURA proposes a so-called ‘Physical Principles 

Approach’ for performing safety evaluation of ADSs. The SAKURA safety assurance 

methodologies largely rely on a scenario-based approach, with an emphasis on this Physics 

Principles Approach and a focus on developing a complete scenario generation process and 

tools, including a scenario database. 

In this scenario-based approach, the DDT of the ADS is decomposed in: 

• “Perception” – information on the vehicle equipped with the ADS under assessment 

in its environment as perceived by the ego-vehicle sensor system, 

 
4 SAKURA website: https://www.sakura-prj.go.jp/project_info/  
which also includes explanations of the database tools: 
https://www.sakura-prj.go.jp/project_info/tabid84.html  

https://www.sakura-prj.go.jp/project_info/
https://www.sakura-prj.go.jp/project_info/tabid84.html
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• “Judgement” – the control and decision logic of the ADS to provide instructions for the 

path and speed planning of the ego vehicle, and  

• “Operation” – the instructions for the actuators for achieving the path and speed 

planning. In this way, scenarios are decomposed and structured in consideration of 

the physics of the ADS.  

4.6.1 Scenario concepts, parameter sets and description 

The SAKURA Physical Principles Approach leads to the distinction of the following three types 

of scenarios: 

• Perception Scenarios with perception disturbances on the ADS sensor system, to 

evaluate the conditions in which the sensor system may fail. 

• Traffic Disturbance Scenarios that consider traffic conditions (road geometry, ego-

vehicle behaviour, and surrounding vehicle location and activities) that may lead to 

safety hazards. 

• Vehicle Stability Disturbance Scenarios that refer to situations in which perception and 

judgement work correctly, but in which the ego vehicle fails to control its own dynamics 

correctly.  

In this document (SUNRISE D3.1), the focus is on what SAKURA calls Traffic Disturbance 

Scenarios. SAKURA proposes a methodology for structuring scenarios as combinations of the 

road geometry, the ego vehicle behaviours and the positions and motions of the surrounding 

vehicles. A matrix results, that contains 40 possible combinations in total, among which 32 

combinations correspond to scenarios that can occur in real traffic, see Figure 30. 
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Figure 30. General vehicle traffic disturbance scenarios according to SAKURA. 

Figure 31 presents the SAKURA project scenario generation and safety evaluation process 

using definitions for functional, logical, and concrete scenarios developed initially by the 

German PEGASUS project.  

The three disturbance categories mentioned above, describe a systematic approach that 

defines all safety-relevant elements of a scenario and their combinations which represent the 

structure of functional scenario development. 

To define logical scenarios, the assignment of parameter ranges in the functional scenarios is 

made. It is preferable to define these ranges by enabling a data-driven approach to extract 

and process vehicle trajectories from traffic monitoring data systematically. Nevertheless, the 

traffic data will not contain enough critical situations and crashes to address statistically 

significant results in the use of test scenarios that are based on traffic disturbance scenarios 

only. Thus, the SAKURA project has developed complementary methodologies, such as the 

generation of synthetic scenarios with safety-critical conditions obtained by the extrapolation 

of collected data [166]. 

Lastly, the definition of tests out of concrete scenarios is obtained by using the logical scenario 

parameter search engine to select concrete values from the parameter distribution. Application 

of other methodologies may be applied for this purpose, notwithstanding that the SAKURA 

project has investigated and developed several of them [93, 167, 168]. After the definition of 

tests out of concrete scenarios, it becomes necessary to discriminate between safe and 

unsafe conditions by means of safety criteria. Corresponding authorities shall define the safety 

criteria. 
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Figure 31. SAKURA project scenario generation and safety evaluation process. 

4.7 CETRAN5 

In 2016, the Land Transport Authority (LTA) of Singapore asked the Nanyang Technological 

University (NTU) for support in setting up a safety assessment framework to evaluate the 

performance of Autonomous Vehicles and to set realistic and reasonable requirements before 

allowing new AV solutions onto the public road. This has led to the establishment of CETRAN 

(Centre of Excellence for Testing and Research of Autonomous vehicles @ NTU) in the same 

year. CETRAN established a partnership with several knowledge institutes such as TNO, TÜV 

SÜD, and IRT SystemX. A partnership was also established with car manufacturer BMW 

Singapore. 

To aid developers of autonomous vehicles, the Singaporean government initiated four working 

groups to draft technical references (TRs). Starting in November 2017, this led to TR68 part 

1 (Singapore Standards Council’s (SSC’s) Manufacturing Standards Committee, "TR 68-1: 

2019 Technical Reference for autonomous vehicles – Part 1: Basic behaviour," Enterprise 

Singapore, 2019.) till part 4 at the end of 2018. The participants to these working groups were 

all based in Singapore and ranged from vehicle developers, academia, and research bodies 

(incl. CETRAN), industry partners and various authorities. 

The TR68 describes the processes to follow and the aspects to consider. They also provide a 

first indication of the behaviour that is expected from autonomous vehicles. They do not 

provide an overview of the scenarios to consider, nor the criteria for passing or failing a test. 

CETRAN developed a scenario-based assessment approach that works according to 

milestones.  

 
5 Centre of Excellence for Testing and Research of Autonomous Vehicles @ NTU, Singapore 
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Basic requirements were set for the Singapore safety assessment framework for autonomous 

vehicles: 

• Passing the tests should allow the safe performance of a trial with the approved autonomous 

vehicles on public roads in Singapore, without the need for a safety driver on-board the 

vehicle. All aspects of operational safety need to be considered, incl. Functional Safety, 

Safety-of-the-Intended-Functionality, and behavioural safety on the road. 

• The method should consider the specific situation on the roads in Singapore. This concerns 

the road and infrastructure layout, the traffic rules, the road users, and the specific 

Singapore weather and lighting conditions.  

• The applied testing methods should be agnostic of the applied technology, and it should 

treat the solution provided by the vehicle developer as a black box, as the solution and the 

technologies applied in the solution are proprietary to the developer. 

• The test methods should be optimized towards the lowest possible testing effort, for both 

the applicant (the vehicle developer) as well as for the assessor (CETRAN under the aegis 

of the LTA).  

• The applied testing methods should appreciate the state of the art of fast innovation and 

technology development, considering that a large technology gap exists until large scale 

implementation on Singaporean roads.  

Based on these requirements, a Singapore Milestone Testing Regime for autonomous 

vehicles was drafted in which three clear milestones were defined (https://www.lta.gov.sg/): 

• Milestone 1: to pass M1, the developer should provide a safety demo in a closed 

environment such as the CETRAN AV Test Centre. It is checked whether a safety operator 

can take over control from the autonomous vehicle at any moment in time.  

• Milestone 2: small more complex trial on the public road in areas designated by the 

authorities. A safety operator must be present and be able to take over full control of the 

autonomous vehicle at any moment in time, in case the autonomous vehicle shows any 

unexpected or unsafe behaviour. 

• Milestone 3:  the trial for passing M3 is more complex and involves public roads in 

residential areas. Also, for this milestone, a safety operator must be present and be able to 

take over control of the autonomous vehicle in case the vehicle does not behave according 

to expectation.  

After passing M3, (small) trials on public roads may be conducted where an operator is not 

expected to take over control, or the operator might even be completely absent.  

At CETRAN, the following scenario concept is used: A scenario provides a description of a 

situation that can happen or has happened in the real world. In other words, scenarios are 

used to describe any type of situation that a vehicle in operation can encounter during its 

lifetime. This includes: 

• Dynamic environment: the manoeuvres of other actors such as vehicles, cyclists and 

pedestrians. The dynamic environment usually refers to those moving traffic participants 

that are relevant for the ego vehicle, the vehicle from whose perspective the scenario is 

perceived. 

• Static environment: The static environment refers to the part of a scenario that does not 

change during a scenario. This includes geospatially stationary elements, such as the 

https://www.lta.gov.sg/
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infrastructure layout, the road layout, the type of road, lane markers and the road edge. 

Also, the presence of road furniture and buildings near the roadside that act as a view-

blocking obstruction are considered part of the static environment. 

• Conditions: Important for the description of a scenario are the conditions, such as the 

weather and lighting conditions, as these also have an influence on the ego vehicle. For 

instance, precipitation can have a large influence on sensor performance and vehicle 

dynamics. Lighting conditions also influence sensor performance. Cameras, for instance, 

might have difficulty in detecting and classifying objects during night-time in the absence of 

artificial light. 

The definition of tests starts with the selection of scenarios that are relevant for the 

autonomous vehicle under assessment. An overview of possibly relevant scenario categories 

in Singapore is provided in [148]. 

Though the scenario collection is far from complete (based on specific data of Singaporean 

traffic was collected from the traffic rule handbook, accident statistics and observation studies 

on bus routes), it was demonstrated successfully that the test cases resulting from this generic 

test case generation method are specific for Singapore and can be tailored easily to the 

respective ODDs of autonomous vehicles for deployment of specific routes in Singapore. 

4.8 CATARC6 

CATARC Automotive Data of China Co., Ltd. is the leading third party, simulation & validation 

organization in China. It has the biggest scenario database in China for validation and 

verification purposes and provides related toolchain and datasets for ADS testing. 

At the end of 2018, Automotive Data of China Co.,Ltd carried out a data collection campaign 

in China. The topics include the collection of China's naturalistic scenario data, lane-changing 

scenarios analysis and modelling of the lane-changing paths. The research includes the 

collection of driving scenario data over 100,000 kilometres in China's normal driving 

environment, including highways, city expressways and urban roads. All collected data were 

labelled to extract different scenarios, mainly lane changes. The data acquisition car was 

equipped with the hardware such as HD video camera, millimetre wave radar, GPS, IMU, 

screen, and the data acquisition software.  

CATARC joined IAMTS - International Alliance for Mobility Testing and Standardization, 

located in Vienna. IAMTS is a non-profit association (https://www.iamts.org/). It is meant to 

successfully impact the automotive industry through widespread adoption of industry practices 

and procedures and maintaining the world-wide testbed database. CATARC is leading WG1 

in IAMTS on “Global Test Scenario Library”.  

 
6 China Automotive Technology & Research Center Ltd, 
https://www.iamts.org/storage/app/media/Publications/IAMTS0002202301.pdf. 

https://www.iamts.org/
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4.9 U.S. Department of Transportation 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) of U.S. Department of 

Transportation in 2018 published a report “A Framework for Automated Driving System 

Testable Cases and Scenarios” [169]. They identified conceptual ADS features and grouped 

them in seven generic categories aligned with the SAE levels of driving automation [170]. Out 

of these conceptual ADS features an ODD taxonomy was defined. For three of these ADS 

features, an evaluation of normal driving scenarios that each ADS feature may encounter was 

performed, including expected hazards and sporadic/fluctuating events. Together with 

identified baseline ODDs, the scenario analysis was used to identify important OEDR 

functional capabilities. 

Existing test methods and tools were identified and evaluated, to define a testing framework 

resulting in three main components of a testing architecture for ADS: 

• Modelling and simulation 

• Closed-track testing. 

• Open-road testing 

A test scenario framework suitable for the test architecture was developed, that can be viewed 

as a multidimensional test matrix including following elements: 

• Tactical manoeuvre behaviour 

• ODD elements 

• OEDR behaviour 

• Failure mode behaviour 

Test scenarios are defined at a high level by these elements. Each element can be seen as a 

checklist of sorts to identify the manoeuvres, ODD, OEDR, and failure mode behaviours that 

outlines the test setup and execution. Test procedures for sampling of defined scenarios were 

then developed including, among other things, information on potential test personnel, test 

facilities, test execution, data collection, performance metrics, and success criteria that are 

translated from collected data and results. 

An ongoing project is the Virtual Open Innovation Collaborative Environment for Safety 

(VOICES) proof of concept (PoC) project [171, 172].VOICES enables their stakeholders to 

simultaneously interact in synchronized use cases and scenarios through the VOICES 

platform to research, develop, and assess transportation solutions in a distributed virtual 

environment producing a high‐fidelity representation of the transportation ecosystem. VOICES 

is defined as a traffic scenario-based system that integrates a set of tools [173]. Expected 

built‐in capabilities includes emulating and simulating infrastructure; integrating live data from 

real devices; traffic and vehicle simulators; replaying collected real data; and more. [173] 

includes figures for the VOICES high-level scenario manager architecture (including SCDBs) 

and examples how to use the scenario manager to begin testing. However, no more detailed 

information is found. 
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5 STANDARDISATION ORGANISATIONS 

An overview of global standardisation activities relevant to the safety assurance frameworks 

is listed in [174] and in Table 5. Focus is placed on the ISO 3450x series, ISO 21448 SOTIF 

and ASAM OpenX Standards in the context of scenario-based testing. This focus stems from 

their direct relevance to this testing approach and alignment with the SUNRISE goals. ISO 

26262 [175] is the functional safety standard for road vehicles and must always be considered, 

but it does not focus on scenario-based testing and therefore is left to the interested reader. 

Other standards still have value in different contexts or for broader applications. 

Table 5. Standards relevant for safety assurance frameworks (based on [174]). 

Standard (Series) Name Comment Rel.* Reference

s 

ISO 3450x series Road vehicles — Test 

scenarios for automated 

driving systems 

See Sec. 5.1. TD 

PM 

CL 

[1, 2, 176, 

25, 177] 

ISO/SAE PAS 22736:2021 Taxonomy and definitions 

for terms related to driving 

automation systems for 

on-road motor vehicles 

Aligned with SAE 

J3016:2021 

TD [170, 178] 

ISO 21448:2022 Road vehicles — Safety of 

the intended functionality 

See Sec.5.2. TD 

PM 

[179] 

ISO 26262:2018 Road vehicles — 

Functional safety 

 TD 

PM 

[175] 

ASAM OpenX standards  See Sec. 5.3. TD 

PM 

[180] 

ANSI/UL 4600:2022 Standard for Safety for the 

Evaluation of Autonomous 

Products 

 CL [181] 

BSI Flex 1889 Natural language 

description for abstract 

scenarios for automated 

driving systems – 

Specification 

See Sec. 5.3.6. TD  

* TD = Terms and definition, PM = Process and methods, CL=.Check list 
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5.1 ISO 34500 Test scenarios for automated driving systems 

Starting during 2022, ISO is publishing the ISO 34500 standard series “Road vehicles – Test 

scenarios for automated driving systems”. An overview of the series is shown in Figure 32. 

 
Figure 32. Overview of the ISO 34500 series [1, 2, 24, 25, 177]. 

5.1.1 ISO 34501 Vocabulary (Terminology) 

ISO 34501:2022 [1] defines terms in the context of test scenarios for ADS. The defined 

terminology is closely associated with standards like ISO 21448:2022 [179] and ISO 

26262:2018 [175] but in ISO 34501 the terms are interpreted in the context of test scenario 

description.  

5.1.2 ISO 34502 Scenario-based safety evaluation framework 

A scenario-based safety evaluation framework is defined in ISO 34502:2022 [2]. The overall 

safety task “Identification and risk evaluation of hazardous scenarios of the ADS” is illustrated 

in Figure 33 and the scenario-based strategy is further broken down to subtasks in Figure 34. 
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Figure 33. Illustration of the breakdown of the overall safety task to subtasks (based on [2]). 

 
Figure 34. The scenario-based strategy proposed by ISO 34502:2022 [2]. 

Using the presented approach, the relevant scenario space is analysed to identify risk factors. 

Considered are general physical limitations like that a sensor has a field of view based on the 

physics of the systems. Other implementation specific issues like limitations of the ML 

algorithm to correctly classify objects sensor failures due to random hardware faults are 

neglected. The overall process of ISO 34502:2022 is shown in Figure 35. The grey parts are 

not covered by ISO 34502:2022. 
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Figure 35. The process steps defined by ISO 34502:2022 [2]. 

5.1.2.1 Preparation: Safety test objectives 

An important part of the ISO 34502 process is to define the safety test objectives based on 

the input information shown in the grey box on the left in Figure 35. The safety objectives are 

derived using general risk acceptance criteria principles like ‘as low as reasonable practicable’ 

(ALARP), ‘minimal endogenous mortality’ (MEM), ‘positive risk balance’ (PRB), and applicable 

regulations. Either they are derived from or provided by external sources like ISO 21448 [179] 

or by related regulations like UNECE regulation 157 [144]. The safety objective should be 

defined such that the overall safety argumentation of the ADS is supported by their fulfilment. 

5.1.2.2 Identification of critical scenarios 

Specification of relevant scenario space 

Next step is to specify the relevant scenario space, i.e., the possible scenarios the ADS can 

encounter considering the specified ODD and possible manoeuvres of the ADS. Functional, 

abstract, logical, and concrete scenario definitions can be used. 

Derivation of critical scenarios based on risk factors 

The defined relevant scenario space is analysed to identify risk factors, that are used to 

determine critical scenarios. 

Derivation of test scenarios based on covering the relevant scenario space 

After critical scenarios have been identified, a set of test scenarios is derived such that the 

relevant scenario space is sufficiently covered. 

5.1.2.3 Scenario-based testing and evaluation 

Derivation of concrete test scenarios and test scenario allocation 

In this step, general requirements are defined for testing concrete scenarios. Further, 

guidance shall be provided for the allocation of test scenarios to different test platforms and 

general capability requirements for V&V tolls are defined. The latter includes, e.g., 

simulation/virtual testing platforms (VTP), test-track platforms and real-world platforms, all 

having different capabilities related to accuracy, repeatability, and traceability. 
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• Parameter ranges and their combinations shall be defined for testing in order to 

achieve sufficient test coverage of the scenario space for the required safety 

argumentation. 

• Concrete parameter values and combinations shall be defined based on relevant 

safety test objectives. 

All identified test scenarios shall be allocated to at least one test platform based on their 

suitability, results shall be traceable, and VTP and test-track platforms shall deliver the same 

repeatable and reproducible results within reasonable tolerances. 

Test execution 

All test scenarios defined in previous steps shall be executed and sufficient coverage, 

according to the previously defined safety test objectives, shall be ensured. 

• Used VTP tools shall fulfil capability requirements. 

• Test scenarios executed on test tracks shall be replicated with sufficient accuracy, all 

tools shall fulfil capability requirements, measurement equipment shall be qualified, 

and all behaviour of dynamic entities shall be sufficiently documented. 

• Real-world tests should be set up considering, e.g., guidelines and limitation for route 

selection, weather, surrounding conditions. 

5.1.2.4 Safety evaluation 

General requirements should be defined to evaluate each test scenario as well as for overall 

risk evaluation. Pass/fail criteria shall be adopted form the safety objectives. 

5.1.3 ISO 34503:2023 Specification for ODD 

ISO 34503 is about specification of the ODD in the context of test scenarios for ADSs [24]. As 

the standard is scheduled to be published in June 2023 all information is taken from the Draft 

International Standard (DIS) version [182]. 

The ODD attributes and the definition of the attributes play a key role in scenario-based 

testing. The ODD definition needs to be testable, should be precise and detailed. It is up to 

the end user, to do any abstraction for the own test scenario. 

The ODD must be readable for both experts and non-experts. At the top level, the ODD shall 

be classified into the following attributes: scenery, environmental conditions, and dynamic 

elements.  

These top-level attributes are then divided into more detailed attributes: 

• The scenery elements consist of following attributes: 

o Zones, geo-fenced areas, zone type, region. 

o Drivable area: type, geometry, lane specification, signs, edge, surface. 

o Junctions: roundabouts, intersection. 

o Road structure: building, bollards, streetlight. 

o Special structures: tunnel, toll plaza, bridge. 

o Temporary structures: roadwork, detour. 
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• The environmental conditions consist of: 

o Air temperature. 

o Weather: wind, rainfall, snow. 

o Particulates: smoke, dust. 

o Illumination: day, night, cloudiness, artificial. 

o Connectivity: V2V, V2Iinfrastructure, V2Pedestrian, V2Network, Positioning GPS. 

• The dynamic element consists of traffic agents and subject vehicle. 

Finally,each attribute is given a specific value like light air 0.3 m/s – 1.5 m/s, number of lanes 

or position of the sun. 

5.1.4 ISO/DIS 34504 Scenario categorization 

ISO 34504 aims to define scenario categorization in the context of test scenarios for 

automated road vehicles. The standard is currently in Draft International Standard (DIS) 

version ISO/DIS 34504 [25]. A scenario category refers to a set of scenarios that share one 

or more characteristics like exemplified in Figure 36. The scenario categorization can be used 

to structure various test cases. 

 
Figure 36. Simple example of relation between scenarios and scenario category (based on [25]). 

The proposed approach for categorization of the scenarios is by providing tags that carry 

information about the scenarios: 

• A tag should indicate the purpose of the tag like dynamic entities, scenery, 

environmental conditions, scenario assignment, intended test usage. 

• The tags shall also be structured into trees where each layer represent a different 

abstraction level.  

• There should also be a topic for the tag. 

5.1.5 ISO/AWI 34505 Scenario evaluation and test case generation 

ISO 34505 is a standard under development that will define a methodology to evaluate the 

test scenarios and provides a procedure extending test scenarios to test cases. 
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5.2 ISO 21448 Road vehicles - Safety of the intended 
functionality 

ISO 21448:2022 Road vehicles - Safety of the intended functionality [179] addresses the 

concept of Safety Of The Intended Functionality (SOTIF), which pertains to mitigating 

unreasonable risks due to hazards arising from functional deficiencies or foreseeable misuse. 

This standard establishes principles for evaluating the performance of the intended 

functionality, defines crucial safety-related terms and concepts, and strives to enhance 

consistency and transparency in the development and assessment of ADSs. The concepts 

outlined for evaluating performance are particularly pertinent to the subject of SAF. One 

important part of the SOTIF process is the identification of unknown scenarios. 

5.3 ASAM OpenX Standards 

ASAM stands for the Association for Standardisation of Automation and Measuring Systems, 

the ASAM OpenX® series of standards in the domain “Simulation” aims to provide a complete 

set of standards for simulation-based testing of automated driving functions [180]. The 

standards are developed to provide for a wide range of use cases for virtual development, 

addressing scenario description format, ODD content, and scenario labelling, all to enable 

hybrid testing approaches for virtual and physical components in ADS testing. ASAM has 

identified a need for tools to support the implementation, training, and use of the above 

standards. As a result, ASAM has implemented an open-source platform to host and share 

ASAM compatible tooling that help to better understand the standards and facilitate their 

usage. 

5.3.1 ASAM OpenSCENARIO 

ASAM OpenSCENARIO defines a data model and format for describing scenarios used in 

driving and traffic simulators, as well as in automotive virtual development, testing, and 

validation. The primary use case of ASAM OpenSCENARIO is to describe complex, 

synchronized manoeuvres that involve multiple entities, like vehicles, pedestrians, and other 

traffic participants. 

ASAM OpenSCENARIO exist currently as a two-language concept, ASAM OpenSCENARIO 

V1.X has existed since early 2021 and as a result has seen a great deal of tool support from 

industry and simulation environment developers. ASAM claim that the current language 

capability, following the V1.2, release is covering both concrete and logical scenario 

descriptions. The language format defined in the standard is Extensible Markup Language 

(XML) and the core of the specification is an XML schema file.  

ASAM OpenScenario 2.0 is a domain specific language (DSL) that has been developed as a 

superset of the existing OpenSCENARIO 1.x language concept. It has been extended to 

include the support for defining abstract scenarios. 

Concrete and logical scenarios can be expressed in both versions, however ASAM 

OpenSCENARIO 2.x offers additional features that enrich the scenario description. As ASAM 

OpenSCENARIO 1.x does not support abstract descriptions, it has no direct equivalent to 
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ASAM OpenSCENARIO 2.x. ASAM have planned to converge the language concepts in 2024, 

as can be seen in Figure 37 

 
Figure 37. ASAM OpenSCENARIO convergence roadmap [180]. 

5.3.2 ASAM OpenDRIVE  

Utilizing XML syntax with the file extension xodr, the ASAM OpenDRIVE format serves as a 

universal foundation for representing road networks. Information within an ASAM OpenDRIVE 

file encompasses road, lane, and object geometry, encompassing road markings and roadside 

features such as signals. The described road networks can be either artificially generated or 

based on actual data. The primary aim of ASAM OpenDRIVE is to supply road network 

descriptions for simulation, facilitating the development and validation of ADAS and AD 

functionalities. This allows seamless interchange of these descriptions among different 

simulators. By offering a standardized road description format, the industry can minimize 

expenses related to creating and converting these files for developmental and testing 

purposes. Road data may originate from road network editors, map data conversions, or 

scanned real-world road conversions. 

The ASAM OpenDRIVE format captures static road network elements essential for realistic 

vehicle simulation. ASAM OpenSCENARIO defines dynamic simulation content like vehicle 

manoeuvres. 

5.3.3 ASAM OpenLABEL  

ASAM OpenLABEL provides an annotation format and labelling methods for scenarios and 

objects. Developed with a focus on multi-sensor data tagging and scenario tagging, the user 

guide provides the method for which the standard should be used. The categorisation and 

description of the building blocks of any ADSs perception stack was taken as an input to the 

development of the concept as it’s through this lens that an understanding of the status of its 

surroundings can be inferred. Using a standardized format helps cut costs and save resources 

used in creating, converting, and transferring annotated and tagged data. ASAM OpenLABEL 

is represented in a JSON format and can therefore be easily parsed by tools and applications. 
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The scope of the standard is to: 

• specify the annotation schema for which any ASAM OpenLABEL compliant annotation 

will contain,  

• represent the annotation schema as a JSON schema for ease of use and transfer, 

• explain the relationship between defined elements of the schema, for example, actions, 

objects, events, contexts, relations, frames, tags, 

• and to give guidance on the use of the standard. 

The advent of scenario databases for storing multi-sensor data, annotated multi-sensor data, 

simulation scenarios, and test scenarios has resulted in vast stores of data which need to be 

meaningfully organised. The sensor data and scenarios stored in these databases must be 

organized and tagged using semantic, meaningful tags. These tags refer to the content of the 

data, from its ODD and the high -level behaviour of the dynamic agents to basic administrative 

information. Tagging scenarios as a concept means the enrichment of raw data by adding 

metadata. Scenario tagging based on the OpenLABEL standard addresses the issue of the 

difficulty of labelling from scenario artifacts in various scenario definition languages. 

Scenario tagging in OpenLABEL allows for: standardised clustering of test scenarios in a 

scenario database, facilitating scenario storage systems that are separate to the format of the 

scenario itself (definition language), enabling the efficient search and filtering of test scenarios 

in scenario databases, enable the sharing of scenarios between systems that may not have 

the ability to inspect the scenario definition or underlying scenario data, improving the 

maintainability of scenarios and scenario data, additionally enabling specific machine-learning 

classification tasks to be performed on scenario data. 

The ASAM OpenLABEL tags are organized into three categories which can be used to 

describe different aspects of a scenario. 

• Operational Design Domain (ODD) tags: ODD tags describe the environmental 

conditions and road features present in a scenario, such as rainfall and junction. The 

ASAM OpenLABEL ODD tags are aligned with and share their definitions with the BSI 

PAS 1883 ODD Taxonomy [10].  

• Behaviour tags: Behaviour tags describe the types of road users and the behaviours 

exhibited by them in a scenario, such as a pedestrian who is walking. 

• Administration tags: Administration tags describe the qualities of a scenario which 

cannot or may not easily be derived from a scenario, such as the creation date of a 

scenario. 

5.3.4 ASAM OpenODD 

ASAM OpenODD is not yet a finalized standard but a concept, which serves as basis for a 

future standard which is currently in development. The aim is to provide a format that is 

capable of representing a defined ODD for connected and automated vehicles (CAV). 

Specifically, the project would like to create a machine-interpretable format to represent ODD 

specification. This format allows an ODD description to be exchangeable, processable, and 

comparable. 

During the concept project, the following aspects were addressed:   
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1. Attributes: Provision of a base set of relevant attributes for the ASAM OpenODD 

format. 

2. Specification: Development of semantics and syntax for the ASAM OpenODD 

description language, also enabling the use of different ontologies/taxonomies for the 

definition of ODDs.  

3. Metrics: Evaluation of the possibility of measurable metrics and what the ODD needs 

to be able to represent, so any application can perform analysis on the ODD.  

4. Representing Uncertainty: Representation of uncertainty with the goal to enable the 

ODD format to handle rare events and misuse.  

5.3.5 ASAM OpenXOntology 

ASAM OpenXOntology is a project in the concept stage which presents an ontology to provide 

a common foundation for definitions, properties and relations of central concepts used 

throughout the ASAM OpenX® series of standards. Its relationships to these are 

demonstrated in Figure 38. 

 
Figure 38. ASAM OpenXOntology and its relation to other ASAM standards. 

The outcome of the project is the demonstration of what an ontology should contain and the 

format that an ontology should take for best representing the domain of simulation. This 

resulted in an Ontology file for the existing concepts of the domain in OWL format, which is 

openly accessible, reference documentation which accompanies the ontology, and concrete 

examples of using, extending, and integrating the application to demonstrate the capability of 

the ontology (contained within the specification and user guide). 
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5.3.6 BSI Flex 1889 

BSI Flex 1889 v1.0 outlines structured natural language requirements for defining test 

scenarios of ADS at Level 3 and higher. It establishes mandatory and optional attributes for 

abstract scenario descriptions and presents scenario-based testing concepts. The standard 

details the aims of using a natural language in scenario definition to attain the abstract 

classification for scenarios. It includes the syntax and semantics for a natural language 

representation that should be followed to comply with the standard, as long with a guide for 

creating an abstract scenario representation. 

This standard aims to establish a shared language for test scenario definition, promoting 

efficient communication among organizations and aiding automated vehicle manufacturers 

and developers in gathering evidence to enhance product safety confidence. It's intended for 

test, audit, and assurance organizations, as well as ADS manufacturers, suppliers, and 

various professionals like regulators, development engineers, test engineers, scenario editors, 

and more, serving as a valuable tool in the ADS testing ecosystem. 
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6 OTHER RELATED INITIATIVES 

6.1 Consumer testing - Euro NCAP 

Euro NCAP (European New Car Assessment Programme) faces challenges in providing 

meaningful advice to consumers as safety equipment becomes more prevalent on the market. 

Rapid technological advances, such as AI and over-the-air software updates, challenge 

established safety testing traditions. Euro NCAP believes it holds the potential to improve 

vehicle safety in the next decade further to support Vision Zero. 

Euro NCAP has set a vision for 2030, including several ambitious goals to improve vehicle 

safety across Europe. The primary aim of Euro NCAP is to reduce the number of road fatalities 

and serious injuries, and the vision reflects this objective. 

The key elements of Euro NCAP's vision [156] are: 

• Zero road fatalities and/or severe injuries in new cars sold in Europe by 2030. 

• An increased focus on VRUs, including pedestrians, cyclists, and motorcyclists. 

• Integrating new and emerging vehicle technologies into the assessment process, such 

as ADSs and electric powertrains. 

• A more comprehensive and holistic approach to vehicle safety includes 

crashworthiness, active safety features, and driver assistance technologies. 

• Improved testing methods better reflect real-world crash scenarios, including more 

diverse crash tests and evaluations of occupant protection in different seating 

positions. 

• Greater transparency and accessibility of safety ratings help consumers make 

informed purchasing decisions and encourage the adoption of safer vehicles. 

Scenario-based testing is essential in the Euro NCAP vision of testing and evaluating a 

vehicle's performance in different real-world crash scenarios. The goal of the Euro NCAPs 

testing vision is to evaluate a vehicle's safety features and performance in a range of different 

scenarios, including: 

• Intersection collisions: This includes testing how the vehicle performs in collisions with 

other vehicles at intersections, such as T-junctions or roundabouts. 

• Pedestrian and cyclist collisions: Euro NCAP also evaluate a vehicle's ability to detect 

and avoid collisions with pedestrians and cyclists, which are the most vulnerable road 

users. 

• Lane-change and overtaking types of testing assess how well the vehicle can respond 

to unexpected situations, such as a sudden lane change or an overtaking manoeuvre 

by another vehicle.  

• Rear-end collisions: This involves testing a vehicle's performance in rear-end 

collisions, the most common type of accident on the road. 

While traditional crash tests are designed to assess a vehicle's performance in specific 

controlled conditions, scenario-based testing is intended to replicate more complex and 
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diverse scenarios likely to occur in real-world crashes. From what data source the scenarios 

will be derived is unclear, but the general sentiment of scenario-based testing, based or 

derived from a database in the vision is very much in line with the spirit of the SUNRISE 

project. By evaluating a vehicle's performance in different real-world situations, Euro NCAP 

endeavours to provide a more accurate reflection of how well it protects its occupants and 

avoids accidents in the real world. The increased fidelity and complexity in the testing are also 

envisioned, to encourage the development of new safety technologies and help to drive 

improvements in vehicle safety standards. 

6.2 Public authorities and policy makers - UNECE 

The UN Regulation 157 [144] is the first regulatory step for an ADS in traffic and therefore it 

provides innovative provisions aimed at addressing the complexity related to the evaluation of 

the system safety. It contains administrative provisions suitable for type approval, technical 

requirements, audit and reporting provisions and testing provisions. This regulation includes 

general requirements regarding the system safety and the failsafe response for an ALKS 

(Automated Lane Keeping System). The regulation also contains a guidance on traffic 

disturbance critical scenarios for ALKS in Annex 3 which clarifies the derivation process to 

define conditions under which the ALKS vehicle shall avoid a collision. In Annex 4 of this 

regulation, the special requirements to be applied to the functional and operational safety 

aspects of ALKS are described, and in Annex 5, the specifications for track testing of ALKS 

vehicles are described. In this annex, the track tests with the purpose to verify the technical 

requirements on ALKS are defined. Additional specifications for public road testing of ALKS 

are defined in Annex 6 of this Regulation if the tests of the technical requirements are 

successfully passed. This regulation with its testing and assessment method works very well 

for a system like ALKS with a clearly defined ODD in a not too complex traffic environment, 

where all situations and requirements to the system can be discretely described. 

New Assessment/Test Method (NATM) 

The automotive industry is rapidly evolving with the increasing adoption of connected and 

automated, autonomous, and connected vehicles. This technological transformation is 

creating a need for a new assessment method that can effectively relate individual test results 

to the remaining tests and results. The UNECE Working Party on Automated/Autonomous and 

Connected Vehicles (GRVA) is on the way to introduce a "multi-pillar" approach in response 

to this challenge. 

Validation Method for Automated Driving (VMAD) working group was instructed to develop the 

New Assessment/Test Method for Automated Driving (NATM) [183] guidelines that could 

provide direction to developers and contracting parties of the 1958 and 1998 UN vehicle 

regulations agreements on recommended procedures for validating the safety of ADSs. 

The document provides a high-level framework for the NATM, outlining the scope and general 

overviews of the scenario catalogue and each pillar (simulation/virtual testing, test track, real-

world testing, audit/assessment, and in-use monitoring) as the overall process of the NATM.  

There is still much work left to make the NATM practically useful as it only covers the high-

level goals and methods many details are still to be addressed. Therefore, VMAD continues 
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to develop the elements of the NATM, and FRAV (Functional Requirements for Automated 

and Autonomous Vehicles) continues to develop safety requirements for ADS. Progress and 

alignment will be reflected in future releases of the NATM. Once the NATM has matured to 

include evaluation criteria based on performance requirements, it is anticipated to support the 

validation process with guidelines and/or regulations/requirements. 

Under these new envisioned guidelines, a more comprehensive set of processes and 

requirements are expected than in traditional safety assessments of vehicles. The focus will 

be on a range of items, including a scenario catalogue, simulation and virtual testing, track 

testing, real-world testing, audit/assessment, and in-service monitoring and reporting. 

Moreover, it is expected that topics can only be addressed by combining the above items. For 

example, trustworthiness requires simulation/virtual testing, track testing, and real-world 

testing, while the qualification of tools necessitates audit/assessment, testing, and in-service 

monitoring. Coverage of hazardous scenarios, on the other hand, calls for audit/assessment 

of representative scenario test catalogues, coverage of the intended traffic environment, and 

sufficient exploration of unknown hazardous scenarios, needs real-world testing and in-service 

monitoring. The complex method will need refinement and is anticipated to be supported by 

the efforts of the SUNRISE project. The advancements made by the project, aim to help to 

provide the technical service that is crucial in making the assessment of ADS feasible and 

practical, in order to ensure that vehicles on the road meet the highest safety and reliability 

standards. 

6.3 Other academic works 

Young-Min Baek et al. [11] perform a review to analyse and identify conceptual variables 

related to scenario methods, which are used to capture and communicate specifications to 

better understand problems among different stakeholders. Through a semi-systematic 

literature review, the study collects data, concepts, and values of scenarios or scenario 

methods to define and classify scenarios based on the maturity level. For this, they define 

Scenario Variables (SVs) as the basic building block of any scenario.  

SVs are any concepts related to scenarios or scenario methods that can have a concrete 

value (or a set of values). They are used to provide overall information and understanding of 

a scenario method and are classified into four levels of constructs (method level, suite level, 

scenario level, and event level). 

Based on their classification of SV, Young-Min Baek et al. proposes a Conceptual Scenario 

Model (CSM). The CSM is a metamodel for specifying scenarios that includes four key meta-

classes to satisfy scenario requirements: Goal/Hypothesis, Path/Flow (i.e., course of events, 

possibilities), Context, and Constituent Events. In addition, it contains the following meta-

classes: World-of-Interest (WoI), Situation, Scene, and Dynamics. The CSM is a framework 

for understanding and evaluating different scenarios that can be used in decision making. It 

consists of a set of conceptual variables that are used to describe a scenario, such as the 

number of participants, the goals of the scenario, the strategies and tactics used, the expected 

outcomes, and the possible impacts. These variables are then used to analyse a scenario and 

make decisions about how to best execute it. The model can also be used to identify potential 
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areas of improvement within a given scenario and to suggest alternative scenarios that could 

be better suited to a given situation. This model provides a basis for developing a scenario 

specification method for a specific engineering purpose or application domain. 

Sun et al. [184] reviewed fifty well-received works on test automation of highly automated 

vehicles. The reviewed methods were categorised into three major groups. First, coverage-

oriented methods aimed to maximise testing coverage. Secondly, unsafe-scenario-oriented 

methods are capable of generating/finding high-risk, boundary, collision, and worst-case 

scenarios to provoke fault detection. And lastly, naturalistic assessment methods generate 

scenarios per naturalistic distributions and can estimate safety indicators such as injury rate, 

conflict rate and collision rate. In the reviewed works, the unsafe-scenario-oriented test 

automation research accounts for the most significant proportion of contributions, followed by 

naturalistic assessment-oriented test automation research. The research on coverage was 

relatively meagre. With HighD [185] as a data source, Sun et al. extracted one simple car-

follow scenario and one slightly more complex cut-in scenario to be used as test vectors for 

the methods under evaluation. A weakness in the evaluation is the simple function used and 

the lack of ODD interaction. Based on the evaluation of seven methods effectiveness and 

efficiency to attain three constructed test purposes, Sun et al. give recommendations on 

method use, connected to the complexity of the Scenario, in conjunction with the test purpose. 

In general, complete enumeration or T-wise methods are recommended for coverage 

purposes, and adaptive search methods to find test vectors that find faults by provoking the 

system. Recommendations regarding evaluating high-level safety indicators depend on 

occurrence frequency. Monte Carlo for higher, and importance sampling for lower occurrence 

frequencies.  

Re et al. [186] has tested and compared two different lane departure warning systems 

currently on the market and found that even though the systems adhere to the exact system-

level requirements, the implemented systems differ substantially in a real-world setting. To 

enable comparison between systems, a robustness index is introduced. Although the results 

cannot be directly translated to systems with higher automation levels, they reveal that care 

must be taken when defining scenarios selected as performance indicators for assessing 

system-level performance. 

Rajabli et al. [187] have conducted a structured literature review on automotive-relevant V&V 

approaches applicable to AVs. They categorized the review material into 8 main topics and 

analysed them to define answers to 3 questions. Namely, what are the common requirements, 

main challenges, open issues, and opportunities when verifying and validating automated 

vehicles. The focus is stated to be functional safety, i.e. behaviour in the presence of failure, 

and not as in [10] and [188] safety of the intended functionality [179]. Systems that are required 

to adhere to the strictest integrity level according to ISO 26262, tolerate a very restrictive 

maximum failure rate over time. A failure rate that is not only difficult to quantify but also difficult 

to adhere to. This one of the most difficult challenges to overcome, considering the huge 

amount of code and hardware that must be free from faults in an automated vehicle. A 

summary of tools that support the endeavour is presented. The categories are simulation 

environments and test scenarios, test case definition and generation, corner cases and 

adversarial examples, fault injection, mutation testing, software safety cages, cyber-physical 
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systems techniques, and formal methods. No single approach is identified as universally 

effective. Combining approaches is a must, where scalability and combining contributions 

need investigation. 

Berger and Birkemeyer [189] present an event identification approach based on encoding 

multi-dimensional data with space-filling curves (SFC) to obtain single dimensional 

representations. Characteristics stripes emerge on these single dimensional representations 

that correlate semantically with events in the original, multi-dimensional space with respect to 

distribution, spread, and temporal occurrence. Due to the fixed value range of the single 

dimensional representation, this approach can provide valuable insights into analysing the 

scenario space and identifying hazardous scenarios systematically while remaining 

computationally efficient.  
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7 ANALYSIS 

This chapter presents the analysis of existing methodologies. The purpose is to define an 

initial draft for the condensed SUNRISE methodology to be part of the SUNRISE SAF by 

starting with the HEADSTART methodology and identify similarities and differences with the 

other described methods and initiatives. The chapter is structured such that first the definition 

of the term scenario is analysed, then the HEADSTART methodology is analysed versus 

(1) the SAF gap analysis published in SUNRISE D2.1 [9], (2) other existing scenario-based 

methodologies described in Sec. 4, (3) the ISO 34503 process described in Sec. 5.1.2, and 

(4) other related initiatives described in Sec. 6. 

7.1 Scenario definition 

For scenario-based testing, the definition of a scenario is important. Used definitions for 

scenarios for initiatives and projects described in this deliverable are listed in Table 6. Reading 

the different definitions reveals similarities, though they are differently formulated. The ISO 

34501 is stated to be an editorial rework of the definition in ISO 21448.  

Together with SUNRISE task 3.2 it has been concluded to use a simplified version of the 

HEADSTART scenario definition that is formulated as 

scenario 

a "description of a temporal and spatial traffic constellation." 
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Table 6. List of used scenario definitions. 

Source Definition Original source 

HEADSTART “abstraction and general description of a temporal and 

spatial traffic constellation without any specification of 

the parameters” 

DIN SAE SPEC 

91381:2019-06 

[190] 

ISO 21448 “description of the temporal relationship between 

several scenes in a sequence of scenes, with goals 

and values within a specified situation, influenced by 

actions and events” 

ISO 21448:2022 (SOTIF) 

[179] 

ISO 34501 “Sequence of scenes usually including the automated 

driving system(s) (ADS) / subject vehicle(s), and 

its/their interactions in the process of performing the 

dynamic driving task (DDT)” 

ISO 34501:2022 [1] 

StreetWise Informal: 

A scenario describes any situation on the road 

including the intent of the ego vehicle, the behaviour 

of road users, the road layout, and conditions such as 

weather and lighting. A drive on the road is considered 

a continuous sequence of scenarios – which might 

overlap. 

StreetWise 

 Formal: 

‘A scenario is a quantitative description of the relevant 

characteristics and activities and/or goals of the ego 

vehicle(s), the static environment, the dynamic 

environment, and all the events that are relevant to 

the ego vehicle(s) within the time interval between the 

first and the last relevant event. An event corresponds 

to a moment in time at which a mode transition occurs 

or a system reaches a specific threshold, where the 

former can be induced by both internal and external 

causes’ 

[147] 

Safety PoolTM 'temporal development between several scenes in a 

sequence of scenes. Every scenario starts with an 

initial scene. Action and events as well as goals & 

values may be specified to characterise this temporal 

development in a scenario. Other than a scene, a 

scenario spans a certain amount of time’ 

[154] 

SUNRISE ‘description of a temporal and spatial traffic 

constellation’ 
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7.2 SAF gap analysis 

The HEADSTART methodology, as depicted in Figure 4, has been analysed versus the 

identified gaps in the SAF gap analysis presented in SUNRISE D2.1 [9]. Following points are 

considered relevant for safety argumentation based on knowledge and data-driven scenario-

based testing (WP3) and are valuable input for the overall development of the SAF (WP2). 

1. The HEADSTART methodology does not fully cover qualitative and quantitative metrics 

as part of a process to determine the completeness of a scenario database (i.e., not the 

test scenarios, cf. point 7 below). To ensure a comprehensive validation process, the 

methodology should include qualitative and quantitative metrics that evaluate the 

coverage and representativeness of the scenarios in the database. These metrics would 

contribute to the overall safety argumentation by ensuring that a wide range of scenarios, 

relevant to the SUT, are adequately considered and tested. 

2. To establish a robust validation chain, the SUNRISE methodology should cover a 

systematic approach for scenario definition and quality evaluation. By incorporating a 

systematic approach, the generated scenarios can be well-documented and reproducible. 

Also, this approach can ensure that the extracted scenarios are representative of the real-

world driving situations and contribute effectively to the safety argumentation process, 

which encompasses virtual testing, confined areas testing, and public road testing, 

accompanied by relevant standard safety metrics. 

3. The HEADSTART methodology falls short in providing a systematic and standardizable 

approach for querying scenario databases and managing scenarios therein. Developing 

guidelines and tools for efficient scenario retrieval and management are crucial for 

conducting scenario-based testing, which would enhance the overall methodology’s 

effectiveness. 

4. To ensure a holistic safety approach, the SUNRISE methodology should expand the test 

scenarios selection process to a broader perspective that covers various driving 

environments and situations. By sourcing from a wide range of scenarios, including urban 

and highway areas, the methodology can address diverse real-world driving conditions 

and better identify any relevant associated risks. 

5. Besides supporting existing scenario databases, the methodology should include a 

feedback loop process for potentially new and unsafe scenarios discovered during V&V 

of an AD function. By including these arising scenarios, the methodology can address and 

mitigate potential safety risks that may not have been initially considered. This iterative 

process can then help to enhance the overall safety argumentation by incorporating real-

world observations and challenges into the testing and validation process. The SUNRISE 

methodology should allow for including such scenarios to improve system robustness 

continually. 
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6. The HEADSTART methodology lacks a standardized process for input and output 

interfaces with scenario databases. Implementing standardized formats would facilitate 

interoperability, data sharing, and consistent integration with different testing platforms 

and tools to seamlessly communicate and exchange scenarios. By adhering to common 

formats, it becomes easier to integrate scenarios-based testing from different sources, 

ensuring compatibility and reducing the risk of errors or inconsistencies in the safety 

argumentation.  

7. Recognizing the significance of field data in determining real system performance (linked 

to point 6 above), the SUNRISE methodology should address relevant quality metrics as 

part of a process to determine systematically the quality of such data. Additionally, 

standardized input formats for incorporating field data into the validation process shall be 

defined. 

8. Including a well-defined methodology for the homologation procedure is essential. This 

procedure would ensure that AVs adhere to safety regulations and undergo thorough 

certification processes and thus, promoting public trust.  

9. Explicitly addressing the needs and roles of various stakeholders is crucial for a 

successful implementation. The SUNRISE methodology should encompass a systematic 

approach to elicit requirements of regulators, policymakers, industrial practitioners, and 

the general public, fostering collaboration and transparency. 

7.3 Existing methodologies 

In this section, the HEADSTART methodology is compared with the methodologies described 

in Sec. 4. Note that the analysis focuses on available information and if information is missing 

for one methodology, it is left out. 

7.3.1 Scenario concepts, parameter sets and descriptions  

The HEADSTART scenario concept is described in Sec. 3.1, with its layer model shown in 

Figure 5. The abstraction levels are functional, logical, and concrete with corresponding 

scenario space and the ODD was usually highway for state-of-the-art project existing at the 

time of defining the HEADSTART scenario concept. Later, the abstract scenario level was 

introduced by Neurohr in [27] as part of the PEGASUS Family project VVMethods, and also 

is included in ISO 34501 [1] as shown in Figure 2. 

Further, the HEADSTART scenario structure is based on the six-layer model form the German 

PEGASUS project [191] combined with the scenario structure from the French MOOVE 

project. 

VVMethods utilizes a holistic scenario concept for urban traffic. The first step of the scenario 

concept is to categorize (and describe) traffic from the perspective of an ego vehicle in relation 

to the infrastructure (Layer 1-3 of the 6 Layer Model). Instances of this categorization are 

called enveloping scenarios. Within these enveloping scenario, bilateral Interactions are 

described through base scenarios, which themselves are compositions of scenario classes 

such as Ego-manoeuvre, object-manoeuvre, and conflict-type. The base scenarios can be 
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chained to sequences, forming more complex traffic scenarios. Specific compositions of base 

scenarios, which require further details or other concepts, are described through focus 

scenarios. The parameters are then extracted from the processed real-world data. 

StreetWise uses scenarios to provide a structured approach to capture all situations and 

conditions that a vehicle can encounter on the road. Scenario categories are defined to provide 

structuring of the vast amount of (concrete) scenarios. A scenario category is defined as a set 

of scenarios that share a common characteristic, e.g., all highway scenarios that have a target 

vehicle change lane from an adjacent lane into the ego-vehicle lane in front of the ego vehicle 

is the scenario category “cutting-in vehicle”. The ten distinguished scenario categories for 

highway in StreetWise are parameterized, in order to be able to perform statistical analysis 

using the probability density functions for each of the parameters. This is in line and compatible 

with the approach in HEADSTART.  

Actually, TNO has shown how to include V2X communication (as key enabling technology) 

into the scenario description. It appeared that the communication itself is not added to the 

scenario, but merely the conditions that might disturb V2X communication. This was done 

based on StreetWise scenario descriptions and showed the compatibility with the 

HEADSTART approaches.  

SAKURA In the whitepaper written in the international collaboration between SAKURA, 

SIPadus and HEADSTART [192], it became clear that the scenario concept that SAKURA 

uses, is compatible with HEADSTART, considering the SAKURA traffic disturbance scenarios.   

CETRAN uses an approach inspired by and similar to TNO StreetWise, making the CETRAN 

approach being compatible with HEADSTART. 

Safety PoolTM: The scenario concepts that feed into the Safety PoolTM scenario database 

have been developed by WMG, University of Warwick as outputs of the V&V methodology 

implemented in the research group. The scenario-based approach is similar to the 

methodology developed throughout the HEADSTART project and in other European projects 

involving the validation and verification of ADS. Scenarios are arranged into libraries by 

source, this can mean different methods of generation or as outcomes of different projects. 

Each scenario is tagged individually rather than into ‘themes', ODD and behaviour tags enable 

ODD based scenario searching and filtering to find the right scenarios for a particular ODD 

query. The ODD and Behaviour method of classifying the structure of a scenario (as presented 

in ISO 34503 [146] )is used rather than the six-layer model used in HEADSTART. 

In ADScene, there are “scenarios”, “use cases”, “test protocols” and “reference data”. The 

abstraction levels of the scenario description follow the functional, logical and concrete 

descriptions used in HEADSTART. Note also that as part of ADScene, the MOOVE 4 layer 

model has been further developed to be compliant with Pegasus 6 layer model (see Sec. 

4.4.1). 

To conclude, it is essential that the SUNRISE scenario concept is versatile and compatible 

with all the methodologies described in this report. The SUNRISE scenario concept may build 

on the HEADSTART concept as it is compatible with several scenario databases, e.g., 
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PEGASUS, StreeWise, ADScene, and SAKURA. In addition, it must be adapted to support 

the Safety PoolTM concept using ODD and Behaviour method of classifying the structure of a 

scenario, as well as easily adaptable to possible new scenario concepts in the future. 

7.3.2 Scenario sources and scenario generation 

HEADSTART’s approach to scenario sources and scenario generation is described in 3.2. As 

this part was not in focus for HEADSTART, the description is conceptual, and scenarios were 

assumed available from other scenario databases. 

VVMethods uses real-world data of captured traffic from vehicles as a source for scenarios. 

A Scenario-Engine can automatically detect scenarios and extract their parameters from an 

object list-based trajectory data set, including map information using the above-mentioned 

PEGASUS scenario concept. 

StreetWise uses object-level driving data, captured by a state-of-the-art sensor set onboard 

vehicles as input to the scenario identification and characterization pipeline. In the pipeline, 

the object-level data is interpreted, events and activities are detected, and scenarios are 

identified based on sequences of such events and activities. The parameters describing the 

identified concrete scenarios, are stored with the scenario in the StreetWise scenario 

database. To validate the scenario pipeline, and the identification and characterization 

algorithms, also context cameras are used in the vehicles.  

The StreetWise architecture allows for different data sources as well, e.g., road side units 

equipped with a sensor suite, or drones [193].  

CETRAN: uses an approach inspired by and similar to TNO StreetWise.  

Safety PoolTM: The V&V methodology behind the scenarios on Safety PoolTM acknowledges 

the significance of both data-based and knowledge-based scenario generation. Scenarios are 

generated from various data sources ranging from real-world naturalistic driving data, to safety 

critical cases in the form of accident records and near-miss insurance records, to knowledge-

based methods such as using STPA to access scenarios from a systems safety perspective. 

Scenarios on Safety PoolTM are represented as abstract scenarios, in SDL level 1, Logical 

scenarios in the SDL level 2 and concrete scenarios in the OpenX representations. Though 

concrete SDL level 2 scenarios can also be uploaded where necessary.  

ADScenes uses four sources of data for scenarios in order to achieve completeness: real-

world driving data, incident reports (near crash), accidents reports, and expert 

knowledges/regulations. From nominal logical scenarios, concrete scenarios are extracted 

from real world data, and from logical accident scenarios, concrete accident scenarios are 

extracted from accident databases. 

Hi-Drive project defines a set of basic driving scenarios from which more complex test 

scenarios can be composed. The driving scenario concept is based on the Layer 4 of the 

PEGASUS 6-Layer-Model, which defines the driving scenarios, while the other layers define 

parameters/conditions to further specify the scenarios (unpublished work, work in progress). 
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The driving scenario concept is used to analyse real-world logged data from large scale public 

road trials for which tools for automatic scenario extraction from data are developed. The 

driving scenario concept is also used in AD function impact assessment simulations including 

perspective simulations per ISO/TR 21934 [194] focusing on prospective assessment of traffic 

safety for vehicle-integrated technologies acting in the pre-crash phase by means of virtual 

simulation . The project at the end will also deliver a scenario database. 

To conclude, like HEADSTART, SUNRISE targets through external databases multiple 

scenarios sources such as field data, ariel data, accident data, and simulator studies. The 

databases contain real-world data from, e.g., vehicles, event data recorders, road-side units, 

and drones, incident reports, accident reports, expert knowledge/regulations, and data from 

simulations. An open issue is how to determine the completeness of a given ODD for 

scenarios available from the external databases through the data framework. Qualitative and 

quantitative metrics for this need to be defined. 

7.3.3 Scenario database 

The approach used in HEADSTART for scenario databases is described in 3.3 and was 

basically to rely on external databases. 

In VVMethods, an abstraction of the real world into a scenario database is utilized. Therefore, 

a sophisticated scenario concept is utilized to map the whole ODD (including its edges) into 

such a scenario database. The scenario database is filled with real-world data in a common 

format, also known as the OMEGA format. This makes sure, that certain qualities are met. 

Moreover, scenarios are generated and enriched from knowledge based and hybrid 

approaches. 

StreetWise, with data-driven scenario identification and characterisation, makes statistical 

analysis of the scenarios possible. One important aspect is the exposure for each scenario, 

which is computed based on the probability density functions, and the total amount of data 

(expressed in nr. Of hours of driving, or total covered distance in km) in the scenario database. 

Such statistics are also used to determine the evolution in completeness with every dataset 

from which the scenarios are added to the StreetWise database.  

In Safety PoolTM, scenarios can be written directly into the database via user interfaces (UIs), 

upload can also be achieved in bulk for a proposed scenario-set or library. All upload requests 

take place through this UI rather than through use of a dedicated API, parsing of scenarios for 

correctness against grammar files is performed within the database, with live feedback 

available for the user. New scenarios are compared against existing scenarios in the database 

and given a score for similarity which determines their assigned worth as an addition to the 

platform. ODD is the basis on which scenarios are given a similarity score, and this also can 

be used as a metric to assess completeness of a scenario set from a given ODD.  

ADScene is a platform providing analysis and management tools including data content 

(scenarios), features and tools, and secured environment, all illustrated in Figure 26. 

To conclude, like HEADSTART, SUNRISE will not develop its own scenario database. 

Instead, a Data framework is developed to support retrieving scenarios from external 
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databases.  Compared with HEADSTART, SUNRISE's scope is more extensive like, e.g., the 

federation layer developed in WP5 and WP6. SUNRISE needs to define queries and format 

for responses while in HEADSTART was just conceptual. A challenge is designing the data 

framework so versatile that all relevant scenario databases can be connected. 

7.3.4 Test scenario selection and subspace creation methodology 

The HEADSTART's method for test scenario selection is described in 3.4. The idea is that 

based on the definition of the driving function a query for the scenario database is defined to 

extract test scenarios suitable for safety evaluation of the vehicle with the driving function. 

However, as the database solution is not part of HEADSTART, formulation of the queries 

remains an open issue. 

VVMethods: PEGASUS defines a limited number of safety-relevant logical scenarios based 

on the area of the SUT that the challenging object would collide with, and the initial positions 

of the challenging object. This is called the PEGASUS challenger concept shown in Figure 10. 

VVMethods develops the PEGASUS challenger methodology to further cover urban traffic 

situations besides highway. Further, the proposed scenario concept in VVMethods can 

function as subspace creation technique to structure and limit the number of scenarios. 

StreetWise categorizes scenarios into scenario categories as shown in Table 4. The selection 

of scenarios for test case generation is based on these scenario categories. To match the 

ODD, the ranges of the parameters to be considered, can be selected for each parameter 

independently. Also, a functionality is provided to make selections based on predefined tags, 

which makes the method scalable.  

Safety PoolTM’  generation methods utilise data-based approaches (using real-world, 

insurance and accident data) along with knowledge-based approaches (ontology, ODD, 

behaviour, rules of the road, and STPA). The scenario generation and storage methodology 

fits into a wider testing framework which is detailed in Figure 24. Scenario selection takes 

place within the section titled environment in the figure. The test case generator iterates 

through the ranges of the logical scenarios within simulation, this iteration can be informed by 

a multitude of approaches, for example Bayesian optimisation or constraint randomisation. 

The test case pass/fail criteria module can consist of different types: 1) utilising generic 

pass/fail criteria which are appliable to a wide range of use cases, or alternatively 2) utilising 

use case – specific and system-specific pass/fail criteria.  

Subspaces of scenarios can also be created by ODD and behaviour-based tag filtering of 

existing scenarios within the database. These can then be used for training or testing for a 

certain ODD.  

ADScene: Scenario selection is currently based on several criteria that can be chosen. Each 

parameter or tag of a scenario can be chosen, but research work is still needed.  

To conclude, SUNRISE needs to develop a scenario selection concept that is compatible 

with relevant existing scenario databases and adaptable to relevant new databases. 

HEADSTART did propose a scenario selection process, but as the scenario databases were 

not part of the project, queries were not defined and tested. If compatible queries can be 
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defined in the SUNRISE data framework, compatibility with external databases is expected. 

Subspace creation methodologies used to further structure and limited the number of 

scenarios was not part of HEADSTART and should, for SUNRISE, be developed based on, 

e.g., work done in VVMethods and by WMG for Safety PoolTM. 

7.3.5 Test scenario allocation concepts and metrics 

The method used in HEADSTART for scenario allocation is described in 3.5. The allocation is 

based on that the capabilities for each test method are defined, and thereafter used to identify 

which test methods can best be used for each concrete test scenario. This process must 

account for the specified ODD and DDT. 

PEGASUS family: The PEGASUS approach for scenario allocation is the basis for the 

HEADSTART approach. In the VVMethods context, completeness of the scenario concept is 

discussed by the coverage on three levels: 

• Coverage of Concept: 

The scenario concept needs to make sure, that all possibly relevant entities and actions 

within the ODD are representable → Logical Scenario Classes 

• Coverage of Data: 

The recorded and generated scenarios create a distribution of its parameters. These 

distributions must map the real world correctly. → Logical Scenario Instances 

• Coverage of Test: 

The sampling into concrete scenarios for tests must cover the distributions sufficiently. → 

Concrete Scenario 

ADScene has scenario descriptions, simulatable scenarios and “test protocol descriptions” to 

help ADScene users preparing their physical or digital testing plans. 

StreetWise does not distinguish scenarios in the scenario database for specific ways of 

testing (proving ground testing, virtual testing, or testing on the public road). Hence, 

StreetWise does not describe an approach to allocate specific tests to the way of testing. 

Safety PoolTM: WMG states that test allocation is a key step within the V&V workflow, but the 

concept is under development and not yet published. 

To conclude, building on the HEADSTART scenario allocation method, the SUNRISE method 

should be compatible with the PEGASUS family. As the test capabilities in HEADSTART are 

connected to the test method and not the scenario, it is general and should also be compatible 

with StreetWise and other databases. If test related information is available in the database, 

like for ADSscene, the query response with scenarios must include that to the extent 

SUNRISE can use it. ADScene, e.g., includes information which scenarios that are 

simulatable, and test protocol descriptions.  

7.4 ISO 34502 

Analysing the HEADSTART methodology versus the process of ISO 34502 illustrated in 

Figure 34 reveals two important aspects that should be considered for enhancing the 
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HEADSTART methodology. These aspects, labelled as A and B in the following, have 

implications for several topics as outlined before in Sec. 7.2: 

A. “Identification and risk evaluation of potential hazardous scenarios via analysis of the 

scenario space” 

This aspect has direct implications for the HEADSTART methodology, aligning with the 

previously discussed topics of scenario database completeness (point 1 in Sec. 7.2), scenario 

quality evaluation (point 2 in Sec. 7.2), scenario querying (point 3 in Sec. 7.2), and systematic 

risk assessment. However, the HEADSTART methodology, as depicted in Figure 4, does not 

explicitly cover a systematic risk assessment element. To address this, it is crucial to 

incorporate a robust risk assessment process that evaluates potential hazardous scenarios 

within the scenario space. By doing so, the methodology can identify and prioritize scenarios 

that pose higher risks to enhance safety measures. 

B. “Set of test scenarios covers a relevant part of the scenario space in search for 

unknown hazardous scenarios. Newly identified hazardous scenarios are evaluated 

concerning their risk.” 

This aspect has also significant implications for the HEADSTART methodology, relating to 

continuous monitoring of CCAM, feeding back potentially new and unsafe scenarios (point 5 

in Sec. 7.2), and field data from event data recorders (point 7 in Sec. 7.2). However, Figure 4 

does not explicitly address them. Hence, adaptations to the methodology are necessary to 

better support aspect B. This includes incorporating mechanisms for continuous monitoring to 

identify unknown hazardous scenarios, evaluating their associated risks, and updating the 

scenario database accordingly. Additionally, a systematic method for estimating quality 

properties of the existing scenario space within the scenario database should be included. 

7.5 Other initiatives 

In comparison to the scenario-based methodology for safety assurance in HEADSTART, the 

analysis in Section 6.3 have uncovered some noteworthy enhancements that warrant 

consideration. Some insights touch on non-scenario-based approaches, which fall beyond the 

scope of SUNRISE. 

A key takeaway from the analysis in Section 6.3 is the absence of a one--fits-all methodology 

or technique. This underscores the necessity for additional input data in the process steps to 

guide users of a general framework, such as the one outlined in HEADSTART. 

• The scenario selection process step particularly requires supplementary data to inform 

the choice of the selection method. This could include factors like test purpose, 

scenario data encoded through space-filling curves, and scenario complexity. These 

considerations should correlate with insights into the efficacy of various methods. 

• For the process step of scenario allocation, additional data could help formulate 

effective strategies for distributing scenarios across test environments. 
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• Regarding evaluating and formulating test goals, caution is crucial when selecting 

scenarios as performance indicators for assessing system-level performance. There 

might be a need to reduce the ambiguity in the specifications of certain scenarios to 

enable good evaluation results.  

The aim is to presents a concise compilation of the analysis that provide actionable 

suggestions, addresses obstacles. For a more comprehensive insight, kindly refer to Section 

6.3 and the original works cited therein. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, the analysis of existing scenario-based methodologies for safety assurance with 

the HEADSTART method has provided valuable insights for developing the SUNRISE 

methodology. The analysis has identified similarities and differences, which can guide the 

integration of best practices and address specific challenges or gaps. 

The following list of changes to the HEADSTART methodology are proposed to be integrated 

into the SUNRISE methodology: 

1. For SUNRISE, the proposed definition is that a scenario is a “description of temporal and 

spatial traffic constellation” (Sec. 7.1). It is a simplified version of the HEADSTART 

definition. 

2. SUNRISE’s scenario concept should be versatile and able to support different approaches 

(Sec. 7.3). HEADSTART’s scenario concept is a good starting point as it is compatible with, 

e.g., PEGASUS, StreetWise, and ADScene, but should extended to also support other 

methods like the ODD and behaviour model used in Safety PoolTM. Furthermore, it should 

be flexible and easily adaptable to new concepts in the future. This is relevant not only for 

task 3.2 but also for tasks 5.1 and 5.2. 

3. Like HEADSTART, SUNRISE targets multiple data sources such as field data, aerial data, 

accident data, and simulator studies and relies on external scenario databases. Databases 

analysed in this report includes the PEGASUS project family, StreetWise, Safety PoolTM, 

ADScene, and Hi-Drive (Sec. 4, Sec. 7.3.2, and Sec. 7.3.3). Together, they cover multiple 

data sources including, real-world data form, e.g., vehicles, roadside units and drones, 

incident reports, accident reports, expert knowledge/regulations, and from simulations. 

However, qualitative and quantitative metrics to determine the completeness for a given 

ODD of the federated scenario database are missing and need to be developed (Sec. 7.2 

point 1). This is considered relevant for tasks 5.1 and 5.3. 

4. HEADSTART’s scenario selection process should be suitable to SUNRISE considering, 

that proper queries for scenario searches are defined (Sec. 7.3.4, Sec. 7.2 point 3). Further, 

metrics are needed for the quality evaluation of the selected scenarios (Sec. 7.2 point 2). 

Methods for further structure and limit the number of scenarios using, e.g., subspace 

creation techniques should be included based on works done in, e.g., VVMethods and by 

WMG for Safety PoolTM (Sec. 7.3.4). This is considered relevant for task 3.3. 

5. SUNRISE’s test scenario allocation process and metrics can be based on HEADSTART’s 

process: First, the capabilities of each test method are analysed, and then the test 

scenarios are allocated to suitable test methods (Sec. 7.3.5). As long as point 4 above is 

solved, the test scenario allocation process should be compatible with all supported 

scenario databases. This is relevant for tasks 3.4 and 3.5. 

6. SUNRISE should include mechanisms for identifying unknown scenarios (Sec. 7.2, point 5, 

Sec. 5.2). This is considered relevant for task 4.1. 
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7. The HEADSTART methodology does not explicitly include a systematic risk assessment 

element. For SUNRISE, it is crucial to incorporate support for identification and risk 

evaluation of potential hazardous scenarios (Sec. 7.4). This should involve thoroughly 

analysing the scenario space, including identified unknown scenarios (see point 6 above), 

within the context of a specified SUT, ODD, and DDT. This is relevant for task 2.2, 3.3, 

and 3.5. 
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